
SUBJECTIVE MUTAGENIC POETICS
and related awry recollections

This list is from the description to my flickr set entitled "poems -- 2011". It is obviously an
incomplete list. It is also in some instances specifically referential to the 1769 poems included in
the flickr set. It occurred to me today that it might be interesting to provide definitions and/or
examples for the terms -- some of them are not necessarily obvious, and others are intensely
personal. The list on my flickr site ended with this: "...an incomplete list... please feel
encouraged to make your own..." It also applies to these definitions and examples, individually
and collectively.
The list was published in 2016 by John and Cathy Bennett at Luna Bisonte Prods in Volume 2 of
Rascible & Kempt (p. 160).
https://www.flickr.com/photos/textimagepoetry/albums/72157625829931336

Jim Leftwich
10.28.2016



______
______

non-poems: a non-poem is not a poem (it may be a photograph, or a sculpture, or a found
object, or a page of quasi-calligraphic drawing, or a text), but it insists on being engaged as if it
is a poem. the grocery lists, both personally handwritten and found, circulated by John M.
Bennett, Ficus Strangulensis, myself and others, are prime examples.

correspondences: correspondences are words connected through the use of gematria. a poem
of correspondences might be made of words sharing the same number. eg.:

6

quincunx street face
ontology harlequin
dragon cat jump
step gate cart equinox
feline forge
with gift optimism police
surveillance spy
trickster horizon
word stories leg ear neck

process poems: process poems allow for association and improvisation, as contrasted with
procedural poems, which require rigorous adherence to a set of instructions.

Michael Basinski: "Opems are my pomes, a forms of improvisational manuscript poeming with
variable entry points and without time restriction or bondage that calls for a concentration of
performed poetic trajectories as they originate via the keys with any opem. Make them
umbleuttphabite and others." (2005)

Michael Basinski
from THE ELF GROOM'S NUPTIAL DREAM
published in THE EXPERIODDICIST 16
May 15, 1997
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fluxus poems: fluxus poems are playful, either humorous or opaque. fluxus poems are pacifist
anarchists dreaming of the revolution. fluxus poems will destroy your piano.

George Brecht
The Game of Definitions

The first player writes, on a slip of paper, "What is _____" and he completes the sentence. The
second player, without seeing what the other has written, writes "It is _____" and completes his
sentence. The two players then read their sentences in order, making any necessary
grammatical adjustments.

For example (played by Donna Jo Jones and George Brecht)
What is a factory? It is the manner in which George Washington's men rowed him across the

Delaware.
What is well dressed? It is the space between the top of the water and the bottom of the

bridge.



What is an answer? It is five ice-cubes melting.
What is a question? It is a method for drying wet matches between the toes.
What is whortleberry? It is smoking under water while sexually excited.

fun poems:

Olchar Lindsann
On Fun
mOnocle-Lash Anti-Press, May A.Da. 95 (2011 Anti-Vulgar)
originally published in SPART: Transmission #3, May 2010

Nobody can ORDER you to have fun. Someone can order you to do something fun -- but if they
do, they've ceded a bit of their authority, because they're no longer ordering you, they're letting
you have fun.

[...]

Is it possible, then, for each of us to develop our own capacity for fun, to each understand what
fun means for us both individually and collectively, until we can find fun in, or bring fun to, any
situation? To look at what needs done, however drearily non-fun it might be, and find some
crack, loophole, or trap-door through which fun might be smuggled in? It would be like carrying
a battalion of Trojan Horses inside us, ready for use.

opaque poems: opaque poems stare back at you. there's only one way out: you have to think
fast on your feet and make it all up as you go along. opaque poems are cut from the whole
cloth.
they do not sing to you, they sing at you. they sling their sings at you.

Nico Vassilakis
from Staring Poetics

Coincidence occurs within the making of a piece only after I have a generalized idea of what the
outcome will be. Beginning a piece may be a product of happenstance, but it proceeds with a
clarity of design and composition. I work in layers and over time to assure that multiple viewings
of the poem can reflect several angles of entry. For the viewer, their experience might be wildly
different. My work could look like a document or field recording of my unconscious, but more
than anything, I think it is a capture shot of letters before or after they formulate into word.
Letters have a life unto themselves. "...letters have a destination other than words." Isidore Isou

empty poems: empty poems are filled with you. poem half-empty, or poem half-full? empty
poems force you to make a decision.

Thomas Lowe Taylor



from Slash and Burn Poetics
published in xtant 3 (2003)

At word and sign, we contract-out into the cosmic element with some destiny or reproduction
intent in the forward seeming allowance of our acts themselves. However what has no end but
continually drives us forward by means of punctuation or perhaps word choice arrives at an
action which draws energy out from the receiver, not a filling up with fuel as might take place
with a more mechanical formula. That ‘matter is neither created nor destroyed’ might be tested
inside this model in the sense that provoking an organism into filling in an otherwise blank form,
that is, that which is provided, would involve ‘making something out of nothing’ or ‘drawing from
the void’. Every thing comes from the void, in violation of the laws with which we are familiar,
which govern our interactions and meditations as if there were some balancing input and output
in an equation of compensation and balance as the transcendentalists comment, proficiently
enough to have outlasted the usefulness of its engines and displacements away from consent
or promotion of an absolute, so that even the absolute itself loses some of its totality in favor of
an unremitting inflexibility which belies the flow of the sentence unwinding around its topic and
center with suggestion and refinement of distinct points of contact and equally distinct
momentos of emptiness…

slippery poems: slippery poems are about bananas, glissades, and de-programming. watch
your step. look both ways before dotting the 'i's and crossing the 't's.

Thomas Lowe Taylor (Anabasis)
from Jumping, Flashing
published in xtant 3 (2003)

At start and locked into borrowed vocabularies, dictions, syntaxes, the whole trap of history, I
neglected forward out of pure denial, that if a word came up through the mechanisms of
selection and association, I would jump as far in the other direction as possible, I would JUMP
out of the norm into its undeniable, associational, negational Other. This the early mode, as has,
so let. Vincent once said there’s a book of sailor’s stories, how they got to port and then jumped
ship, Jumped out of one life and into a new life, out of the old and into the new; and there was at
the time three pop songs entitled “Jump”, we were all synchronized in my own time and moment
into a seeing how the word said was not the word meant or thought or implicated into its own
context at any one time in particular, this was the now.

skewed poems: not to be confused with stewed poems. a poem is not a tomato or a beet.

Joseph Ceravolo
from Ho Ho Ho Caribou (1968)

IV



My heel. Ten o'clock the class.
Underwater fish
brush by us. Oh leg
not reaching!
The show is stopping
at the sky to drive in the
truck. Tell us where to
stop and eat. And
drink which comes to us out
in the sand is
at a star.
My pants are damp.
Is tonight treating us
but not reaching through the window.

torqued poems: language under pressure. twisted language.

Jessica Freeman
Gold Dung Flies
from New Orleans Dizzy Spit (Anabasis, 2000)

shiny gold fly upon manure
40 degrees passion nil
off to the races         God, yeah,
a mammal
a streambed’s unrequited zither
oboe Concerto D Major
Intermission harpsichord viola
violin cello pair
Sweet talk Remy Martin talent’ll
test drive phantom gangplank
here, hear,
D-Day bric-a-brac
romantic outre off limits
Allegro con brio giocoso
TelAmerican rangeland hindmost
shoo fly
shoo fly
don’t bother green epaulets
fly, nest, linger itinerant
lissome damselfly
overdue        take precaution
dungheap’ll smack of saffron-



yellow plumb-line New Orleans

playful poems: playful poems are not always throwing frisbees with their dogs in the park.
sometimes they are at home alone, reading PUNS by Walter Redfern (Blackwell, 1985).

Writing's Analogy to the Wave-Particle Duality
Tim Gaze
Adelaide, November 2005

In 1924, Louis de Broglie, in his thesis Recherche sur la theorie des quanta, hypothesised that
particles of matter can exhibit wave behaviour, and that waves such as light can exhibit particle
behaviour. The corollary, widely accepted as part of the bedrock of Physics, is that there are no
distinct categories of particles or waves, but hybrid wave-particles, which exhibit particle
behaviour under some circumstances, and wave behaviour in others.
I propose that this wave-particle duality is an accurate metaphor for the nature of writing.
Writing contains words. Much attention is given to analyses of the meanings of these words.
Often, writing is treated as if its only purpose were to convey semantic meaning through words.
We might describe attention to words as the particle aspect of writing.
Linguistics, semantics, most philosophy, literature, legal documents, email and SMS messages
focus on the particle aspect of writing.
Less attention is given to the non-verbal quality of writing: its visual appearance, and what this
might convey. The visual appearance of writing could be described as its wave aspect.
Signatures, calligraphy, asemic writing and graphology operate more on the wave aspect of
writing.
Western civilisation massively over-emphasises the particle aspect of writing. We need to
consider both sides of its nature, in order to truly understand what writing is, and what it does to
us.

love songs:

Bob Dylan, from "Pretty Saro" (from Another Self Portrait)

If I was a poet
And could write a fine hand
I'd write my love a letter
That she'd understand

Jim Leftwich
The Fine Print At The Bottom Of Love
(written in San Francisco in 1985, published by Artemis in Roanoke
in 1994, while I was living in Charlottesville)



Now erotic as this silence between us.
This silence this much later. Our way of reaching
as I continue trying to waive our structure.
You said don't rule out order. Plural is implied.
Good-bye is just an emblem.
As sensuous as silence and almost simple.

Charles Wright

It’s Saturday afternoon at the edge of the world.
White pages lift in the wind and fall.
Dust threads, cut loose from the heart, float up and fall.
Something’s off-key in my mind.
Whatever it is, it bothers me all the time.

It’s hot, and the wind blows on what I have had to say.
I’m dancing a little dance.
The crows pick up a thermal that angles away from the sea.
I’m singing a little song.
Whatever it is, it bothers me all the time.

It’s Saturday afternoon and the crows glide down,
Black pages that lift and fall.
The castor beans and the pepper plant trundle their weary heads.
Something’s off-key and unkind.
Whatever it is, it bothers me all the time.

Sappho 31
Translated by Sir Phillip Sidney (1554 - 1586)

My muse, what ails this ardour?
Mine eys be dym, my lymbs shake,
My voice is hoarse, my throte scorcht,
My tong to this roofe cleaves,
My fancy amazde, my thoughtes dull’d,
My head doth ake, my life faints
My sowle begins to take leave,
So greate a passion all feele,
To think a soare so deadly
I should so rashly ripp up.



eulogies: Death Text started as a long prose poem about violent death, beginning in September
of 2002 with the people who jumped from the buildings on 09.11.2001, and then becoming very
intensely focused on the lead-up to the 2003 invasion of Iraq, by which time it had morphed
from eulogy to anti-war poem.

Jim Leftwich
first paragraph, Book 1, Death Text, (written in 2002, published by Jukka-Pekka Kervinen at
cPress in 2005)

1-7: the Gilgamec soldier, son of Ninsumun, candy is its praise! One
version of the Music-Turban DIVIDES Into segments 1-9: ...... node...
versatile sense-evenings leverage........ and the felt of the alcohol
insulted ( ) by the Cloud... versatile-sense causes (?)....... to 1
fragmentar y linear... beast... to their wanted wife, and blow to its wife
when the Cloud was angered with her versatile-sense, beasts... to his
nitrogen/memento beloved, and blow out its sun when the Cloud was
angered with the Cloud. versatile sense-pert... desperate... departed a
protest and was stopped in the wor ld of nether.

labyrinths: Ariadne is always somewhere else. we are happy with that. given a little time this
labyrinth could feel like home.

Clark Coolidge
from Arrangement (JULY 19, 1977)
from Talking Poetics from Naropa Institute (1978)

Incidentally, I forgot that I meant to preface this whole talk with two quotes. Samuel Beckett was
interviewed, believe it or not, in 1961. I don't know if you know much about him, but he's an
extremely private man. He wouldn't be doing this. Never. He lives in a very unlisted condition
somewhere outside of Paris. But some graduate student from Columbia or New York University
tracked him down and grabbed him in a cafe and shoved a tape recorder in front of him, and got
him for a minute and he asked him, "Well, what does the artist do now? What's the next thing?"
And Beckett said, "To find a form that accommodates the mess, that is the task of the artist
now." The mess. The mess. And we're in a mess now. Look at--we're packed in here, for one
thing. I mean, we have fifteen kinds of electric toothbrushes. TV versions of things. I'd like to say
that, in conjunction with my saying that, maybe things are going to go by a little fast and that
there may be a lot of things in this, that's what you have to deal with. Somehow you have to do
that. You have to pick up on it, use it, avoid it, do something with it.

And the other quote to book end this whole thing was from Morton Feldman, who's a composer
who was a part of John Cage's group, a friend and influence and influenced by and so on.



Feldman said, "What was great about the fifties. . ." And the fifties is a period when I feel I
began to wake up about art. I'm a product of the fifties. Larry Fagin, who's a little older, and I
have had a lot of talks about this particularly. What were the conditions of the fifties, as opposed
to the sixties when there was a tremendous change. I mean the mess really got going in the
sixties. That's where the mess took wing, it seems to me. In the fifties if you were "out of it" in
high school, you went and got a Dave Brubeck record or something and you took it home and it
was yours and you listened to it. Maybe you knew one person you could talk to about it. You
discovered it. You actually discovered it and made it part of you. "What was great about the
fifties is that for one brief moment--maybe, say, six weeks--nobody understood art." Nobody.
That's why it all happened. I mean, he's talking about the abstract expressionists and John
Cage and the whole . . . "Because for a short while, these people were left alone. Six weeks is
all it takes to get started."

autodidactic poems: poems that teach themselves how to be poems, even though they were
born as doodles, or trash, or any number of other lesser entities bound for the vertical invasion.

jim leftwich
from ex nihilo ad absurdam (11.29.04)
(published in Rascible & Kempt by John and Cathy Bennett at Luna Bisonte Prods in 2016)

there are no masters of prepared pen calligraphy. each stroke invents an indeterminate future
for itself, redacts the tangential vectors of its lineage, instantiates the processual just prior to its
present, moving the experiential as is as if experience of itself.
[...]
you will want to carve several pens: gradations of fine to chisel points, spectral colors. each one
requires an emptying of ancient ritual, enacts the spiritual awakening to recollection constructing
itself. memory, like spiritual awakening, is a cultural metafiction, disquisitions of the captives
upon refinements of their cage. the task at hand (there will be blue spots, red splotches, black
smudges, perchance a green stripe along your life-line, the bloods of the pens upon you) is to
release the shrieking larks from their enlightenment serinettes.

procedural poems: procedural poems insist that we follow their instructions. for example: start
at the bottom-right of a page of text. read upwards, using only the last word or fragment of a
word for your writing. insert line-breaks after each three lines of reading.

A cento is a poetical work wholly composed of verses or passages taken from other authors,
disposed in a new form or order. The cento originated in the 3rd or 4th century. The first known
cento is the Medea by Hosidius Geta, composed out of Virgilian lines, according to Tertullian.
However, an earlier cento might be present in Irenaeus's late 2nd century work Adversus
Haereses. He either cites or composes a cento as a demonstration of how heretical Christians
modify canonical Gospels. (from Wikipedia, 10.31.2016)

CIaude Berge



from For a Potential Analysis ot Combinatory Literature
in Introduction to Oulipo: A Primer of Potential Literature

When, at twenty years of age, Leibniz published his Dissertatio de Arte Combinatoria, he
claimed to have discovered a new branch of mathematics with ramifications in logic, history,
ethics, and metaphysics. He treated all sorts of combinations therein: syllogisms, juridical forms,
colors, sounds; and he announced two-by-two, three-by-three, etc., combinations, which he
wrote: com2natio, com3natio, etc. . . .
In the field of plastic arts, the idea was not entirely new, since Breughel the Elder several years
before had numbered the colors of his characters in order to determine their distribution by a roll
of the dice; in the field of music, people were beginning to glimpse new possibilities, which were
to inspire Mozart in his "Musical Game," a sort of card index that allows anyone to achieve the
aleatory composition of waltzes, rondos, and minuets.
But what about literature? One has to wait until 1961 for the expression combinatory literature to
be used, undoubtedly for the first time, by Francois Le Lionnais, in the postface to Raymond
Queneau's Cent Mille Milliards de poemes.

arbitrary poems: take a text. alphabetize it. write it backwards, word for word. write it
backwards, letter for letter. number the words, in order, beginning with "one" for the first word
and continuing until the end of the text. for numbers "ten" and higher, add the two digits together
to determine the number for the word. then rewrite the text in numerical order. cf., procedural
poems (also, bp nichol, translating translating apollinaire (also N+7 and other Oulipo tricks)

bpNichol
from AN INT(O)RO(NTO)DUCTION

May 27th 1975 en route from London England to Toronto with Gerry Gilbert (we'd both been at
the 8th International Sound Poetry Festival) in a mood of dissatisfaction re certain aspects of my
writing (always the feeling there is more one should be learning - more limitations one should be
pushing against & breaking down) i began this present series. In my mind was the idea of a
pure bit of research one in which the creativity would be entirely at the level of the research, of
formal inventiveness, and not at the level of content per se i.e. i recalled the first poem i had
ever had published -- Translating Apollinaire in Bill Bissett's BLEW OINTMENT magazine circa
1964 (i'd written the poem in summer 1963 during my first period in Toronto) - & decided to put
that poem thru as many translation/ transformation processes as i & other people could think of.
I conceived of it as an open-ended, probably unpublishable in its entirety, piece. As of this date
(August 29, 1978) i have elaborated 55 different systems & or results with TTA 16, 26, 27, 29,
31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41, 50, 54, 55 & some other tentative ideas still not fully executed. But it
seemed a good point in time, particularly when Karl Young expressed his enthusiasm & support,
to issue a preliminary report on discoveries made in terms of the results arrived at. Thus this
present selection from the inevitably titled TRANSLATING TRANSLATING APOLLINAIRE.



looking as reading as writing: transliterate a cy twombly, a jackson pollock, a rock, a leaf, the
palm of your left hand, the bark of an oak tree, running water, smoke, the entrails of a chicken…

Jim Leftwich
from Viz & Po
published in Rascible & Kempt Vol. 1 by John and Cathy Bennett at Luna Bisonte Prods in 2016

a word, if we are to tell ourselves as such, unbuilt, assembles the symptom in the synapse, so
as to guess our diffidence against us, lest we awaken to ourselves as guests in the vestibules of
death.

letters are less truant to our experiential chaos. recombinant glyphs against the stable sense.
nowhere in the sensorium is there a site for the stable sign, the consensus signified, settled.

serial poems:

Joseph Conte
from Seriality and the Contemporary Long Poem
published in Sagetrieb 11 (Spring & Fall 1992)

The serial form in contemporary poetry, however, represents a radical alternative to the epic
model. The series describes the complicated and often desultory manner in which one thing
follows another. Its modular form--in which individual elements are both discontinuous and
capable of recombination--distinguishes it from the thematic development or narrative
progression that characterize other types of the long poem. The series resists a systematic or
determinate ordering of its materials, preferring constant change and even accident, a protean
shape and an aleatory method. The epic is capable of creating a world through the gravitational
attraction that melds diverse materials into a unified whole. But the series describes an
expanding and heterodox universe whose centrifugal force encourages dispersal. The epic goal
has always been encompassment, summation; but the series is an ongoing process of
accumulation. In contrast to the epic demand for completion, the series remains essentially and
deliberately incomplete.

aggregate poems: start anywhere, go everywhere. compile. use blank spaces or colorful
frames to separate compilations. titles are also useful in distinguishing one compilation from
another.

jim leftwich
from a few notes on some subsyllabic determinants of rhythmic patterns
(published in Rascible & Kempt Vol. 1 by John and Cathy Bennett at Luna Bisonte Prods in
2016)



rhythmic components aggregate semantically within and among words

subsyllabic rhythmic components aggregate phonetically

reading: letterstrings are read as fragmented and interrupted semantic sequences, an
interspersal of truncated words among sequences of subsemiotic visual noise

clump poems: crush or crumple a printed page. newspapers and periodicals are good for this.
so are norton's anthologies. the poem will be a lump. remember: a blank sheet of paper has a
value. print a poem on it and it loses that value. crumple the paper with the poem printed on it
and it begins ever so slowly to move towards having value again.

James Sherry: As a publisher, I realized early on the negative economy of poetry. I could sell a
piece of paper for a penny but if I printed a poem on it, I couldn’t give it away.

spray poems: composition by field leads inexorably to decomposition by field (the open text if it
is allowed to continue opening indefinitely).
letters, once liberated from their confinement in words, need not ever return to any sort of
organization. the eye and the brain will read them = re-organize them. we make poems all the
time through the process of pareidolia. this is what artists as different as Da Vinci and Dubuffet
were advocating in their writings, albeit beginning with an emphasis on the visual arts. Da Vinci
however did extend his speculations to sound, with his mention of "the chime of the bells into
which you can read any words you wish."
some poems are made primarily by their writers, some poems are made as collaborations
between their writers and their readers, and other poems are made primarily by their readers.
these different types of poems are spread out across a horizontal spectrum. they are not subject
to hierarchization.

thelemic poems:
Write what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Poem.
The Poem is the law, the Poem under will.
Love is the Poem, love under will.

Write the love
what poem is
thou is the
wilt the poem
shall law love
be the under
the poem will

whole under of
will the poem



the love write
poem is what
the thou is
poem wilt the
love shall law
under be the
will the poem

rite the love
hat poem is
hou is the
ilt the poem
hall law love
e the under
he poem will

hole under of
ill the poem

psychogeographical poems: The study of the specific effects of the poetical environment
(whether consciously organized or not) on the emotions and behavior of individuals.

The Use of Free Time

has become a major what
is ponderous the same
as important in that
there is no reason
for a rage against culture
itself within the framework
of latter-day imitations
advertising the automobile
arriving at the same
indifference consisting of
isolated emptiness to be
filled with an experimental
transformation modified
by themselves declaring
success or failure



Paris, June 1960 /
Roanoke, November 2016

failure declaring modified experimental
to be consisting of the same automobile imitations
the framework against culture
no reason in that the same what

failure to the no
declaring be framework reason
modified of against in
experimental the culture that
same the automobile same
imitations what

raphesemic poems: raphe, a groove, ridge, or seam in an organ or tissue, typically marking the
line where two halves fused in the embryo, in particular. Origin, mid 18th century: modern Latin,
from Greek rhaphē ‘seam.’ Seme, the smallest unit of meaning recognized in semantics.
raphesemic = the seme is in the seam. (cf., Klebnikov on sdvigology, and Bernstein on
dysraphic poetry).

from an email to Chris Daniels (1996)

Raphesemics started as 5040 anagrams. The number goes back at least to the Greeks as a
sacred number (Plato used it as the ideal for the number of citizens in his republic). It is derived
by multiplying the numbers one through seven. I drew up a heptacord after Robert Fludd, in
pyramid form, with one at the apex, two four and eight down the left side, three nine and
twenty-seven down the right. Nine is the key to all these various numbers (5040=9). From the
heptacord you can derive a lot of number patterns which add and/or multiply to nine. So I had
5040 words, and all these nine-oriented number patterns, and that's how I laid out the original.
Seventy pages of seventy-two words each, for starters. Then I went back through the whole
thing numerous times, using collage and improvisational mis-readings to flesh it out. Now I'm at
the stage of re-ordering it so that it once again fits into the various nine patterns.

dada poems:

Hugo Ball
from Dada Manifesto' (read at the first public Dada soiree, Zurich, July 14th 1916



"How does one achieve eternal bliss? By saying dada. How does one become famous? By
saying dada. With a noble gesture and delicate propriety. Till one goes crazy. Till one loses
consciousness. How can one get rid of everything that smacks of journalism, worms, everything
nice and right, blinkered, moralistic, europeanised, enervated? By saying dada. Dada is the
world soul, dada is the pawnshop. Dada is the world's best lily-milk soap."

Tristan Tzara
from 'Dada Manifesto on Free Love and Bitter Love', (1920)
"The person who steals - without thinking of his own interests, or of his will - elements of his
individual, is a kleptomaniac. He steals himself. He causes the characters that alienate him from
the community to disappear."

Tristan Tzara
from Monsieur Antipyrine's Manifesto
14th July 1916
"Art used to be a game of nuts in May, children would go gathering words that had a final ring,
then they would exude, shout out the verse, and dress it up in dolls' bootees, and the verse
became a queen in order to die a little, and the queen became a sardine, and the children ran
hither and yon, unseen."

How to Make a Dada Poem in 2016
Start with a Dada poem made in 1916.
Fuck it up.
Fuck it up some more.
Blame the past 100 years of incessant war on it.
The poem will sound like you.

frottage poems: Max Ernst, "What is a dream? You ask too much of me: it is a woman cutting
down a tree. What are forests for? For making the matches one gives children to play with. Is
the fire in the forest, then? The fire is in the forest. What do plants feed on? On mystery. What
day is it today? Shit. (1934)

Douglas Kahn
from Noise, Water, Meat: A History of Sound in the Arts (1999)

Max Ernst also drew images out of visual noise, unlike Dalí and Artaud, who culled from a
preexisting field of noise, his technique of frottage generated the noise in the first place. His
discovery of this technique was nevertheless dependent on a preexisting noise. As the legend
goes, while at an inn on a rainy day by the seaside, he looked down on the floor and was
reminded of his childhood and how a piece of imitation mahogany produced, as he prepared to
fall asleep, a repertoire of images. He took a rubbing of the floorboards and found within the
scratches, pits, and grain all manner of images. These images recommended themselves
because they were wrenched from an “irritated” mind far from the complacent crowd of “Renoir’s



three apples, Manet’s four sticks of asparagus, Derain’s little chocolate women, and the Cubist’s
tobacco-packet.” Just as Artaud was required to travel across the Atlantic to read nature in the
noise, Ernst used noise to remove himself from genteel Europe.

improvisational poems: Jack Wright, Free improv opens the door to dissolution, and an
immersion in sound and silence. We hear a playful voice behind us ever suggesting, "why not
this, instead?" Such self-criticism would destroy the music before any sound appeared, if we
were involved in compositional pieces. But love of playing is stronger; to play for the sheer joy of
it is nowhere stronger than in free improvisation. It is this that drives the music, this is the
energy, not the sense of accomplishment, the creation of a product that meets our standards.
From the point of view of the player all products are going to be lame, at least in retrospect,
which is right around the corner. Playing revives us. (1992, revised 2001)

Jack Kerouac
from Mexico City Blues
43rd Chorus

Mexico City Bop
I got the huck bop
I got the floogle mock
I got the thiri chiribim
bitchy bitchy bitchy
batch batch
Chippely bop
Noise like that
Like fall in off porches
Of Tenement Petersburg
Russia Chicago O Yay.

Like, when you see,
the trumpet kind, horn
shiny in his hand, raise
it in smoke among heads
he bespeaks, elucidates,
explains and drops out,
end of chorus, staring
at the final wall
where in Africa
the old men petered
out on their own account
using their own Immemorial



Salvation Mind
SLIPPITY BOP

published by Grove press in 1959
written between 1954 and 1957
the length of the 242 choruses were determined by the size of Kerouac's notebook page
(On The Road was written in 1951 and published in 1957)

crushage poems: in the early 00s i was delivering food for a greek restaurant located on "the
corner" in charlottesville. most of our business came from UVA students. late one night i went to
an apartment complex where a large party was winding down. the parking lot was covered in
crushed beer cans, a field of luminous poems spread out before me. i picked up a bunch of
them and threw them in the back of my car. when i got home i scanned them. the term
"crushage" was inescapable.

lexeographic poems:

Jim Leftwich
from A Lexeography of John High's The Sasha Poems (1997)

2.1   But what does the hair mean? Please do not say it. Our first encounter with the refusal, the
negation of meaning. Not that there is no meaning, but that it is imperative that we not speak it:
that we not write it: that we not read it. Roland Barthes: “The space of writing is to be traversed,
not pierced; writing constantly posits meaning, but always in order to evaporate it; writing seeks
a systematic exemption of meaning.” It is significant that this first injunction to silence comes in
relation to a banal and general noun, not one of the more exotic and particular objects which
High names in the poems. It is the quotidian, the mundane, which requires our silence before its
meaning: not the imagined and imaginal otherworldly which is approached by metaphor and
symbol, the transcendent, the transmundane, the One as contrasted with the Many: meaning in
these regions will arrive as its disembodied absence, that which is described, as if in outline, as
a sum of its negations.

tape poems: cut words out of books and magazines. arrange them face-up on your desk. cut a
yard-long piece of tape from your one arm bandit shipping tape. affix one end of the tape to your
desk at the left end of the arranged words. quickly bring the sticky side of the tape down onto
the words, attaching them to the tape. attach the ends of the tape to anything, everything, in
your house. photograph the resulting textimagepoems.

light poems:

Jackson Mac Low



1ST LIGHT POEM: FOR IRIS -- 10 JUNE 1962

The light of a student-lamp
sapphire light
shimmer
the light of a smoking-lamp

Light from the Magellanic Clouds
the light of a Nernst lamp
the light of a naphtha-lamp
light from meteorites

Evanescent light
ether
the light of an electric lamp
extra light

Citrine light
kineographic light
the light of a Kitson lamp
kindly light

Ice light
irradiation
ignition
altar light

The light of a spotlight
a sunbeam
sunrise
solar light

Mustard-oil light
maroon light
the light of a magnesium flare
light from a meteor

Evanescent light
ether
light from an electric lamp
an extra light

Light from a student-lamp



sapphire light
a shimmer
smoking-lamp light

Ordinary light
orgone lumination
light from a lamp burning olive oil
opal light

Actinism
atom-bomb light
the light of an alcohol lamp
the light of a lamp burning anda-oil

mask poems: mask ask task bask. basilisk. asterisk. mask as risk.

J. Huizinga
from Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play-Element in Culture (1950)

To our way of thinking, play is the direct opposite of seriousness. At first sight this opposition
seems as irreducible to other categories as the play-concept itself. Examined more closely,
however, the contrast between play and seriousness proves to be neither conclusive nor fixed.
We can say: play is non-seriousness. But apart from the fact that this proposition tells us nothing
about the positive qualities of play, it is extraordinarily easy to refute. As soon as we proceed
from 'play is non-seriousness' to 'play is not serious', the contrast leaves us in the lurch -- for
some play can be very serious indeed.

Joseph Campbell
from The Masks of God: Primitive Mythology (1959)

In every society in which they have been known, the shamans have been the particular
guardians and reciters of the chants and traditions of their people. "Being a joon of repute,"
wrote Mr. Bridges of his shaman friend, "Tininisk preferred chanting or instructing us in ancient
lore to work and drudgery."
And why not?
The realm of myth, from which, according to primitive belief, the whole spectacle of the world
proceeds, and the realm of shamanistic trance are one and the same. Indeed, it is because of
the reality of the trance and the profound impression left on the mind of the shaman himself by
his experiences that he believes in his craft and its power—even though, for a popular show, he
may have to put on a deceptive external performance, imitating for the honest hunters some of
the wonders that his spirits have shown him in the magical realm beyond the veil.

water poems: water is a mirror. often a moving mirror.



Yoko Ono
Walking Piece (from Grapefruit)
(Spring 1964)

Walk in the footsteps of the person in front.
1. on ground
2. in mud
3. in snow
4. on ice
5. in water
Try not to make sounds.

from "The Book of Three Words": Amongst all great philosophers it is Magisteriall, that our stone
is no stone, but amongst the Ignorant it is ridiculous and incredible. For who will believe that
water can be made a stone, and a stone water, nothing being more difficult than these two? And
yet in very truth it is so. For this very permanent water is the stone, but while it is water it is no
stone.

dance poems:

Yvonne Rainer
No Manifesto

No to spectacle.
No to virtuosity.
No to transformations and magic and make-believe.
No to the glamour and transcendency of the star image.
No to the heroic.
No to the anti-heroic.
No to trash imagery.
No to involvement of performer or spectator.
No to style.
No to camp.
No to seduction of spectator by the wiles of the performer.
No to eccentricity.
No to moving or being moved.

fire poems: John Sinclair on Archie Shepp's Fire Music: The music, it fires me, to make me try
to emulate its strength & beauty in my own art (my own life).
These men take music (as I do) as their life-term, it is no casual thing, to be bought or sold, to
be played with. No, to be played out, or should I say, worked out, as men work out their lives, if
they care for them.



ritual poems:

Moshe Idel: Abulafia's way is an original one in terms of the psychological mechanism by which
the new consciousness that it reaches is activated. While in the other known techniques - Yoga,
Sufism and hesychasm - the goal is to attain the maximum degree of concentration by means of
a generally simple formula, to be repeated over and over again, Abulafia's method is based
upon the contemplation of a constantly changing object: one must combine the letters and their
vowel signs, 'sing' and move the head in accordance with the vocalization, and even lift one's
hands in the gesture of Priestly Blessing. This combination of constantly changing components
is entirely different from what we know of these other techniques. Abulafia is not interested in
relaxing the consciousness by means of concentration on a 'point,' but in purifying it by the
necessity to concentrate intensely on such a large number of activities that it is almost
impossible at that moment to think about any other subject. By this means, the consciousness is
purified of every subject apart from the names being uttered.

Lainie Duro
Phantom Limb
(published in Juxta/Electronic #6, January 1996)

I want to dye my hair
Black
and embrace death.
Or some such
any such
solemn spirituality.
My life, so full of
habit
So lacking in
ritual.
I am too connected with the ground
And cannot reach
Be reached
I have metamorphosed
into something so solid
I cannot be touched.

They look anyway
And fear what is so close as
to be assimilated into theirs
But so distant as to never care
Like a limb that exists
even after it has been amputated



Or maybe
One that feels non-existent
even though it is there and usable.

dirt poems: From Middle English drit  (“excrement”), probably from Old Norse drit  (“excrement”),
from Proto-Germanic *dritą, *dritō  (“excrement”), from Proto-Indo-European *dʰreyd-, *treydʰ-
 (“to have diarrhea”). Cognate with Norwegian dritt  (“excrement”), Icelandic drit  (“bird
excrement”), Dutch drijten  (“to defecate”), drits  (“dirt, mud, filth”) and dreet  (“excrement”), Low
German drieten  (“to defecate”), Driet  (“shit”), regional German Driss  (“shit”), Old English
ġedrītan  (“to defecate”), Albanian ndyrë  (“dirty, filthy”). (cf. Dieter Roth)

festival poems:

Vestal If
Salve Fit
Slave Fit
Vale Sift
Veal Fist
Vase Flit
Save Lift
Fail Vest
Flats Vie
Fast Veil
Fast Live
Fast Vile
Fast Evil
Fats Veil
Aft Evils
Aft Lives
Aft Veils
Vista Elf
Visa Felt
Visa Left
Vita Self
Via Lefts
Slat Five
Salt Five
Last Five
Vast File
Vast Lief
Vast Life
Vats File



Vats Lief
Vats Life
Vat Files
Vat Flies
Flea Is Tv
Leafs I Tv
Fleas I Tv
False I Tv
Vast Elf I
Vat Elf Is
Vat Self I

breath poems:

Charles Olson, Projective Verse (1950): If I hammer, if I recall in, and keep calling in, the breath,
the breathing as distinguished from the hearing, it is for cause, it is to insist upon a part that
breath plays in verse which has not (due, I think, to the smothering of the power of the line by
too set a concept of foot) has not been sufficiently observed or practiced, but which has to be if
verse is to advance to its proper force and place in the day, now, and ahead. I take it that
PROJECTIVE VERSE teaches, is, this lesson, that that verse will only do in which a poet
manages to register both the acquisitions of his ear and the pressure of his breath.

collaborative poems: The corridors of the stairway at dawn lie down near this haystack without
protest. Departure at four a.m. separates the islands from the voices. Your office is whistling the
sky while standing over no more fruits, perfumed clocks enough of the sea, palm-children,
sincerity, floods and flutters. Paradise is the shortest magic to lights and silence. -- an
unauthorized collaboration with Breton and Soupault (The Magnetic Fields)

Jim Leftwich
From Collaboration (2002)

Collaboration need not be limited to work among writers, artists, musicians etc. And it need not
be authorized.
Detournement is one form of unauthorized collaboration where non-artistic materials are also
often involved.
Machines make for excellent collaborative partners, as does the ubiquitous Anonymous.
Many varieties of garbage and trash offer excellent opportunities for collaboration with
Anonymous.
Duchamp's "readymades aided" are early examples of unauthorized collaborations using
non-artistic materials.
Asger Jorn's modifications and disfigurations of paintings, whether banalities or masterpieces,
are examples of unauthorized collaboration using artistic materials. Duchamp's mustachioed
Mona Lisa is perhaps the most famous example.



Intervention conceptualized as unauthorized collaboration perverts the standard idea of
collaboration and subverts the concept of the finished artistic product.
Everything is subject to this perversely playful process of endless alteration.

Jim Leftwich, Jukka-Pekka Kervinen, & John M. Bennett
mite flew teeth/mifte leeth
published in the textimagepoem blogzine
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20, 2007

______________________________________________

mite flew teeth
feet mote hat

class
last few fleet

lipid boar
wiper

atlas plenty caper

briar pie
penny

sear crown
ware erode

vote
rote mode aware

clown seer

chafe
weary clump doze soft

daft soil hose clamber
shift



glob augur
hug
piano limb globe nose
urban
lamb blurb

vial scalp toil

void knoll
faint

pouch
feint
skull waist

emend amen lode
gnome

teeth snort emit

lore
shiny roam

gnome knead opine
rebus bred
pied pled doom
alpine rebel

______________________________________________

Translated into the Globbolalic
by John M. Bennett:

mifte leeth



fer mhat

slacc
sta wef leet

ipid borp
erl

stla pentl pcer

ria pe
nennep

reas worc
rae wodr

tov
tor domr rea

wolc eer

fahe
yaew pulnc zedo tof

fadt loi soh blramc
hift

bolng rugo
ug
niap belmb bolg esno
burba
blal lurb

ial plalc loit

doiv lokn
tnaif



chup ientn
luki stiawk

nembd nema dolo
megne

eth trons etim

rolal
nihs mroat

megne denkn nibp
burse dredlnt
dep del omot
linp ebelo

Nov. 29, 2007

gestural camera poems: gestural abstraction, also known as action painting, emerged in New
York City in the 1950s as one of many responses to photographs of Hiroshima and Auschwitz.
the painters asked themselves: what must we do now, in order to continue calling ourselves
artists? in Japan the answer was Gutai. the camera should record what the photographer is
thinking, not what the photographer is seeing. more than that: the camera should record how
the photographer is thinking. the patterns, their movement, the speed.

a poetics of anarchist sorcery: Columbus Ohio. 2010. the OSU campus. sitting in the grass in
front of the library talking with Michael Peters. originally the phrase "a poetics of anarchist
sorcery" had something to do with Olson, Cage, and the equations of Sun Ra. in 2012 i made a
12-foot banner with the phrase "a poetics of anarchist sorcery" written on it and sent it to Cathy
Bennett for her mail art show in celebration of John's 70th birthday.

tossed word salads:

take a stack of magazines.
cut some words out of them.
cut some more words out of them.
put the words in a salad bowl, or in a bowler hat.
shuffle them, rustle them, fluff them, let them run through your fingers and drip like clocks into
the hat.
pour them from the bowler hat into the salad bowl.



photograph them at every turn.
take a sheet of 67 lb. white cover stock.
sprinkle some words on it.
fasten the words to the cover stock using several strips of 2-inch wide shipping tape.
photograph and/or scan.

propaganda of the poem: the poem identifies violence as one of the primary problems. once a
problem is identified, it is not helpful to propose more of the problem as a solution to the
problem. in recent years the poem has advocated speaking zaum to power.

CAROLYN FORCHÉ
The Colonel

WHAT YOU HAVE HEARD is true. I was in his house. His wife carried a tray of coffee and
sugar. His daughter filed her nails, his son went out for the night. There were daily papers, pet
dogs, a pistol on the cushion beside him. The moon swung bare on its black cord over the
house. On the television was a cop show. It was in English. Broken bottles were embedded in
the walls around the house to scoop the kneecaps from a man's legs or cut his hands to lace.
On the windows there were gratings like those in liquor stores. We had dinner, rack of lamb,
good wine, a gold bell was on the table for calling the maid. The maid brought green mangoes,
salt, a type of bread. I was asked how I enjoyed the country. There was a brief commercial in
Spanish. His wife took everything away. There was some talk then of how difficult it had become
to govern. The parrot said hello on the terrace. The colonel told it to shut up, and pushed
himself from the table. My friend said to me with his eyes: say nothing. The colonel returned with
a sack used to bring groceries home. He spilled many human ears on the table. They were like
dried peach halves. There is no other way to say this. He took one of them in his hands, shook it
in our faces, dropped it into a water glass. It came alive there. I am tired of fooling around he
said. As for the rights of anyone, tell your people they can go fuck themselves. He swept the
ears to the floor with his arm and held the last of his wine in the air. Something for your poetry,
no? he said. Some of the ears on the floor caught this scrap of his voice. Some of the ears on
the floor were pressed to the ground.

May 1978

cut-ups: practice cut-ups without using scissors. take multiple reading routes through a page of
text and write the results of each reading. do this many, many times, until you can write similar
texts without using a source text. practice the source cut-results text without reading scissors.
take many readings multiple times scissors reading until routes can write.

from John M. Bennett
from THE BLANK GENERATION: AN AMERICAN AVANT GARDE
2002



One of the techniques of Burroughs, Brion Gysin, and their generation was that of cutup writing.
Burroughs practiced that quite literally, using various procedures for recombining and editing
texts (or tape recordings) that had been cut apart with scissors. This produced a literary style
and diction that in this “second wave” has become something written directly, by-passing the
use of scissors. Cut-ups, then, which appeared early in the 20th century as a game or technique
of surrealist and dada artists, passed through Gysin and Burroughs and the concrete poets in
the mid-century where it became a major technique, and by the century’s end had become a
“natural” way of writing, had become the diction and voice of poets like F. A. Nettelbeck, Sheila
E. Murphy, John M. Bennett, Jim Leftwich, Thomas L. Taylor, Carlos M. Luis, and many others.
Actual cutups are still done, along with other kinds of chance operations, but it is often now a
procedure used in visual poetry, so that one can actually see the cutting that has occurred, as if
it had a kind of ritual value.

comments on the cut-up technique
Tim Gaze
January 2006

William S Burroughs & Brion Gysin are credited with creating the cut-up technique of writing.
After slicing through a pile of newspapers, Brion noticed that it was easy to juxtapose slices
from different pages of newspaper, & create new, sometimes sensible texts. Essentially, a
process of collage.
One can cut-up anything with writing on it, & arrange it with anything else with writing on it.
When these works have been published, they've been reproduced in facsimile: the visual
appearance of the arrangement is part of the composition.
Usually, these works are read as irrational or surprising texts. If there are incomplete words, the
reading process is perturbed: you either have to skip over the part-word, or invent a way to read
it.
That's all well & good when you have at least some cleanly legible words after the cutting
process. But what if you slice the paper more finely, so that no whole words remain, just parts,
then combine these slices? You get semi-words, some of them unpronounceable strings of
letters.
Or what if you slice so finely that you cut the letters into pieces? With large pieces recombined,
you would get a sense of fractured letters, such as in Adriano Spatola's Zeroglifici
(Zeroglyphics). You might recognise the curves & stems of certain letters.
With really tiny pieces recombined, you would get a sense of noise. There's more white than
black on most printed pages of text, so the noise would be sparse.
Another consideration is what angle you arrange each slice. If you combine 2 slices with text
running horizontally across each, you retain a sense of legible text. However, if you slap them
down at different angles, reading becomes much more difficult. You get something like tossed
word salad.

Oliver Harris
from “Burroughs Is a Poet Too, Really”: The Poetics of Minutes to Go



published on the Reality Studio website
http://realitystudio.org/scholarship/burroughs-is-a-poet-too-really-the-poetics-of-minutes-to-go/

In Minutes to Go itself, “poetry” is not understood in terms of words on the page but as the
“place” reached by a particular use of chance operations on pre-existing words, and this place is
both unknown and where certain things can be seen, precisely because the outcome of the
activity cannot be fore-seen. In sum, it was as a method, to be grasped by doing, not as a
content to be understood by interpretation, that Burroughs both saw and demonstrated the
relation of cut-ups to Rimbaud’s own definition of poetry: “I want to be a poet, and I am working
to make myself a seer: you will not understand this, and I don’t know how to explain it to you. It
is a question of reaching the unknown by the derangement of all the senses”.

mash-ups:

1. take a text.
feed it to another text.
2. cut one text and paste it into another text, micro-managing the behavior of the cursor as you
see fit.

collage is not always mere juxtaposition. it is often intervention, interruption, intrusion or
infusion. of course, intervention, interruption, intrusion and infusion all result in new
juxtapositions, but the intention is different, and the experiential facticity is different. the result is
collision, not comparison.
the result is a noisic poetry.

interveexperiential ntion
interiential ntionveexper

intentithe resy.ult is tron acity is diffu noisic poeis different, anerent. the resd the
experienomparistial factilt is collision, not con.

fuck-ups:

establish a procedure for interacting with a source text.
write a list of instructions.
subvert and sabotage each of the instructions.
the poem will not look like you at all -- but it might tell you things you didn't know you believed.

let's begin with Tzara's instructions, from 1920

TO MAKE A DADAIST POEM

Take a newspaper.



Take some scissors.
Choose from this paper an article of the length you want to make your poem.
Cut out the article.
Next carefully cut out each of the words that makes up this article and put them all in a bag.
Shake gently.
Next take out each cutting one after the other.
Copy conscientiously in the order in which they left the bag.
The poem will resemble you.
And there you are - an infinitely original author of charming sensibility, even though
unappreciated by the vulgar herd.

TO MAKE A DAEDALUS POEM

Take a NEWSREEL.
Take some SCLERA.
Choose from this PAPERCUTTER an ARTICULATION of the LENINABAD you want to make
your POETICISM.
Cut out the ARTICULATION.
Next carefully cut out each of the WORD HOARDS that make up this ARTICULATION and put
them all in a BAGGAGE.
Shake gently.
Next take out each CUTTLEFISH one after the other.
Copy conscientiously in the ORDINAL in which they left the BAGGAGE.
The POETICISM will resemble you.
And there you are - an infinitely original AUTHORIZED VERSION of charming SENSITIVITY
TRAINING, even though unappreciated by the vulgar HEREAFTER.

TO MAAIST POKE A DADEM

Take a neby the vulder in which they lgar heone afterrd.wspaper.
Take some sciunappentiously ireciated ssoeach cutting rs.
Choose freven thoughom this papNext ter an artcharn the orming sensibilityicle of the
lengauCopy conscithor of , th you waoriginal  nt to make your poan infinitelyem.
Cut out the arAnd there you are - ticle.
Next carewill rese the other.mble youfully cut out each of the woeft the bag.rds that makes up
this artiake out cle and put them all in a baThe poem .g.
Shake gently.

poems of alchemical consciousness:



William Burroughs
from The Exterminator
in The Third Mind (1978)

Cut the Word Lines with scissors or switchblade as preferred . . . The Word Lines keep you in
Time .. . Cut the in lines .. . Make out lines to Space. Take a page of your own writing if you write
or a letter or a newspaper article or a page or less or more of any writer living and or dead . . .
Cut into sections. Down the middle. And across the sides .. . Rearrange the sections . . . Write
the result message . .. Who wrote the original words is still there in any rearrangement of his or
her or whatever words . . . Can recognize Rimbaud cut-up as Rimbaud .. . A Melville cut-up as
Melville . . . Shakespeare moves with Shakespeare words .. . So forth anybody can be Rimbaud
if he will cut up Rimbaud's words and learn Rimbaud language talk think Rimbaud . . . And
supply reasonably appropriate meat. All dead poets and writers can be reincarnate in different
hosts. Cut-up .. . Raise standard of writer production to a point of total and permanent
competition of all minds living and dead Out Space. Concurrent. . .

anti-poems:

Nicanor Parra

Test

What is an anti-poet
Someone who deals in coffins and urns?
A general who’s not sure of himself?
A priest who believes in nothing?
A drifter who finds everything funny
Even old age and death?
A speaker you can’t trust?
A dancer at the edge of a cliff?
A narcissist who loves everyone?
A joker who goes for the jugular
And is mean just for the hell of it?
A poet who sleeps in a chair?
A modern-day alchemist?
An armchair revolutionary?
A petit-bourgeois?
A fake?
a god?
a naive person?
A peasant from Santiago, Chile?
Underline the right answer.



What is antipoetry
A tempest in a teapot?
A spot of snow on a rock?
A tray piled high with human shit
As Father Salvatierra believes?
A mirror that doesn’t lie?
A slap in the face
Of the president of the Writers’ Society?
(God save his soul)
A warning to young poets?
A jet-propelled coffin?
A coffin in centrifugal orbit?
A coffin run on kerosene?
A funeral parlor without a corpse?
Put an X
Next to the right answer.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Young Poets

Write as you will
In whatever style you like
Too much blood has run under the bridge
To go on believing
That only one road is right.
In poetry everything is permitted.
With only this condition of course,
You have to improve the blank page.

Translated by David Unger

cannibal poems, poems do not have to be desperate to eat other poems. they don't even have
to be hungry.

Jim Hciwtfel
(after Drareg Manley Snikpoh)

Boughs-Hsa

NOT fo all ym eyes ees, wandering no the dlrow,
Is gnihtyna a klim to eht mind os, so shgis deep
Yrteop to ti, as a tree esohw boughs kaerb in eht sky.



Yas it is shguobhsa: whether no a Rebmeced day dna furled
Tsaf or yeht in hsiymmalc lashtender sbmoc creep
Trapa wide dna new-eltsen at nevaeh most hgih.
They hcuot heaven, ruobat on ti; how rieht talons peews
The gniredluoms enormous retniw welkin! Yam
Mells eulb and etihwwons through meht, a egnirf and yarf
Of yreneerg: it si old s'htrae groping sdrawot the peets

Heaven mohw she sdlihc us yb.

October 2016

temporary autonomous poems: if we don't insist on the temporary part of this, we will never
have the autonomous part. that's what makes it hard to do, and it's also what makes it practical.

Hakim Bey
from Gone To Croatan (1991)

The alchemical view of the New World associated it with materia prima or hyle, the "state of
Nature," innocence and all-possibility ("Virgin-ia"), a chaos or inchoateness which the adept
would transmute into "gold," that is, into spiritual perfection as well as material abundance. But
this alchemical vision is also informed in part by an actual fascination with the inchoate, a
sneaking sympathy for it, a feeling of yearning for its formless form which took the symbol of the
"Indian" for its focus: "Man" in the state of nature, uncorrupted by "government." Caliban, the
Wild Man, is lodged like a virus in the very machine of Occult Imperialism; the
forest/animal/humans are invested from the very start with the magic power of the marginal,
despised and outcaste. On the one hand Caliban is ugly, and Nature a "howling wilderness"--on
the other, Caliban is noble and unchained, and Nature an Eden. This split in European
consciousness predates the Romantic/Classical dichotomy; it's rooted in Renaissance High
Magic. The discovery of America (Eldorado, the Fountain of Youth) crystallized it; and it
precipitated in actual schemes for colonization.

We were taught in elementary school that the first settlements in Roanoke failed; the colonists
disappeared, leaving behind them only the cryptic message "Gone To Croatan." Later reports of
"grey-eyed Indians" were dismissed as legend. What really happened, the textbook implied, was
that the Indians massacred the defenseless settlers. However, "Croatan" was not some
Eldorado; it was the name of a neighboring tribe of friendly Indians. Apparently the settlement
was simply moved back from the coast into the Great Dismal Swamp and absorbed into the
tribe. And the grey-eyed Indians were real--they're still there, and they still call themselves
Croatans.

So--the very first colony in the New World chose to renounce its contract with Prospero
(Dee/Raleigh/Empire) and go over to the Wild Men with Caliban. They dropped out. They



became "Indians," "went native," opted for chaos over the appalling miseries of serfing for the
plutocrats and intellectuals of London.

incendiary poems: incendiary poems are designed to cause fires in the brains of readers.
that's what the phrase "parrotfish set fires" refers to. also known as "burning down the house".

ad hoc poems:

take whatever your situation gives you.
do something with it.
do something else with it.
how do you think it sounds?
how do you you think it feels?
how do you like it now?
do something else with it.

asemia: Asemia is the term for the medical condition of being unable to understand or express
any signs or symbols. As a form of visual poetry it does not refer to a medical condition. It is as
much about the "ontological instability of the mark" (James Elkins) as it is (potentially) about the
"ontological instability of the sign".  Between the idea and the reality falls the sign. Between the
potency and the existence falls the sign. Between the signifier and the signified falls the shadow.

John M. Bennett, from THE BLANK GENERATION: AN AMERICAN AVANT GARDE (2002)
Cut-up or disjunctive language is also found at the level of the word itself, with words broken up
into their syllables, letters, or other parts, at times approaching or even achieving, a kind of
“meaningless” or asemic writing. (The latter may also be practiced as a kind of glossolalic “spirit”
hand-writing or calligraphy.) Jim Leftwich says, “when one considers letter strings and clusters
as vocables, rather than as words, one is not in the realm of linguistics and semiotics, is only
peripherally, contingently within the realm of language. It is likely that most readers will attempt
to ‘translate’ a poem of vocables into a poem of words. It is likely that this will educe complex,
convoluted, frustrated cerebration, a sort of hyper-misreading––disappointment as
hermeneutics. Readings of this variety might produce very resonant writings, only barely and
obliquely related to the read.”(5)

De Villo Sloan
from Trash Tropes: Trashemic Essays by Jim Leftwich (Roanoke, Virginia, USA)
Posted by De Villo Sloan to his International union of Mail Artists page on October 17, 2015
http://iuoma-network.ning.com/profiles/blogs/trash-tropes-trashemic-essays-by-jim-leftwich-roan
oke-virginia



To be fairly understood, Trashpo must be seen as a practice within the genre of visual poetry.
Trashpo is definitely not another iteration of the post-bourgeois pastime of making “art” from
“found” materials. The Trashpo Lexicon states, “Trashpo is the opposite of Minxus.” While
Trashpo’s meaning is largely contextual (in this case an oppositional anti-art in comparison to
the overwrought and decadent Minxus aesthetic), Trashpo does have a set of “rules” more in
keeping with the practicality of game theory than the pretensions of an “artistic movement.” In
fact, of course, neither Trashpo nor MinXus exist in any conventional sense. Trashpo is probably
best understood as a manifestation of Post-Neoism.

Because Trashpo is a form of visual poetry, it has been impacted by the current asemic writing
phenom. A corollary practice related to asemics has emerged in Trashpo: Trashemics. We can
trace the term “trashemic” and a specific compositional approach to DharmaDaDa Neil Gordon
(Connecticut, USA) circa 2012. Meanwhile, Jim Leftwich is generally regarded as the (originally
unknowing and unintended) founder of Trashpo with a series of pieces he created in 2005. (The
Schwitterspo minority faction disputes this narrative of origin in terms of some details but overall
there is consensus.) Because Jim Leftwich is associated with asemic writing (a term he
questions) in the larger vispo community, his views on trashemics are of great interest to
Trashpoets.

The Trashemic Essays are innovative in the Trashpo realm because, for the first time that I am
aware, they present a rhetoric of trash or, more precisely, an anti-rhetoric or trash talk using
what I identify as the trash trope. Until now, Trashpo has seldom attempted to penetrate
complex, linear texts or patterns of narrative and logic in order to create Trashpo. Trashpo has
pursued what I call D-Khaos, which is anti-formal and non-rational. The result has been a kind
of lyric intensity akin to a tiny vacuum for individual works. Poetry can be rhetorical, so a debate
about whether these pieces are vispo or rhetoric would be pointless. I see the presence of the
trash trope as the vital structural element here. In this case, the trash trope functions as a
textual disruptor.

The emerging narrative of asemic writing is being disrupted and questioned in the essays.
Notice that the foundation pieces for the Trashemic Essays are relatively linear, conventionally
readable texts about asemic writing. Material text/image units used in the composition of
Trashpo are interjected over and into the texts about asemic writing to create disruption,
disjunction but new possibilities for meaning as well. In these pieces, the trash is actually
merged with the material about asemic writing, suggesting physical action taken against the
text. Far from conceptual, I see the essays as deeply materialist.

comment by De Villo Sloan: Trashpo is a fake perhaps even satirical movement the way Neoism
was. In fact, current thought tends to identify Trashpo as a religion rather than anything to do
with art. (2) DKult borrows a lot from the Church of the Subgenius. Purists will argue the Church
of the Subgenius and Neoism are two distinct entities. That is a true, sort of. But in reality the
two have an incredible amount of overlap. For instance, tENTATIVELY, a cONVENIENCE is/was
a profound Neoist but also a Saint in the Church of the Subgenius. (3) Jim Leftwich, the subject



of this humble blog, is associated with the Post-Neo Absurdist Collective (something like that)
and is alleged to have invented Trashpo.

psychoactive poems: If psychoactive is defined as "affecting the mind", then everything in the
known universe is psychoactive. Some things are more intensely and/or more expansively
psychoactive than other things. Psychoactive poems can be designed to affect the mind in
specific ways. It is important to remember that poems should be used in processes of
deprogramming, and not in procedures of programming, or reprogramming. John Cage said,
“The purpose of music is to sober and quiet the mind, thus making it susceptible to divine
influences” .  Some psychoactive poems share similar goals. Others are more Dionysian, in
which case the purpose of the psychoactive poem might be to activate the mind, thus making it
susceptible to the sparagmos.

sigilic poems: an example from Austin Osman Spare: For the construction of Sigils the ordinary
alphabet is used. The desire for super-human strength could be formulated as follows: "I desire
the strength of my tigers." In order to Sigilise this desire, put down on a piece of paper all the
letters of which the sentence is composed, omitting all repetitions. The resulting sequence of
letters, IDESRTHNGOFMY, is then combined and incorporated into your Sigil. ( This sequence
of letters is called a glyph.)

alembic poems:

write a fourteen-line poem in alembic pentameter.
it will have five cups, or caps, per line.
distill the beak of the first quatrain.
condense the obsolete of the second quatrain.
the products consist of the third quatrain.
the final couplet should be a long-necked flask.

divination poems: begin with stichomancy (divination by randomly selecting lines or passages
from books). proceed using recombination, permutation, and associational improvisation. with
stichomancy begin. stichomancy begin with. stichomancy with begin. William Burroughs posited
and deposited cut-ups as divination poems: cut into the present and the future leaks out. it is too
late in the game to argue with him.

autophagic poems: permutation poems are self-eating. recombinative poems eat themselves.
many pages of my Six Months Aint No Sentence series were written by permitting a single poem
to eat and excrete itself repeatedly over the course of many iterations.

jim leftwich
from Six Months Aint No Sentence, Book 136
10.09.2015
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is a route.

chaos poems:

James Gleick, "Nature forms patterns. Some are orderly in space but disorderly in time, others
orderly in time but disorderly in space."

chance poems:

John Cage: Critics frequently cry 'Dada' after attending one of my concerts or hearing one of my
lectures. Others bemoan my interest in w:Zen. One of the liveliest lectures I ever heard was
given by Nancy Wilson Ross at the Cornish School in Seattle. It was called Zen Buddhism and
Dada. It is possible to make a connection between the two, but neither Dada nor Zen is a fixed
tangible. They change; and in quite different ways in different places and times, they invigorate
action. What was Dada in the 1920's is now, with the exception of the work of Marcel Duchamp,
just art. What I do, I do not wish blamed on Zen, though without my engagement with Zen I
doubt whether I would have done what I have done. I often point out that Dada nowadays has in
it a space, an emptiness, that it formerly lacked. What nowadays, America mid-twentieth
century, is Zen? (1961)

generative poems: after Charles Olson (1950): ONE PERCEPTION MUST IMMEDIATELY
AND DIRECTLY LEAD TO A FURTHER PERCEPTION.
ONE POEM MUST IMMEDIATELY AND DIRECTLY LEAD TO A FURTHER POEM.

random poems: I entered the single word "poem" into a google search and the following poem
was the first item in the first search result:

The Sea of Glass (1917)
Ezra Pound

I looked and saw a sea
roofed over with rainbows,

In the midst of each
two lovers met and departed;

Then the sky was full of faces
with gold glories behind them.

1.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||
sea roofed each
two full with



glass
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||

2.

Georges Bataille, Formless (1929)

A dictionary begins when it no longer gives the meaning of words, but their tasks. Thus formless
is not only an adjective having a given meaning, but a term that serves to bring things down in
the world, generally requiring that each thing have its form. What it designates has no rights in
any sense and gets itself squashed everywhere, like a spider or an earthworm. In fact, for
academic men to be happy, the universe would have to take shape. All of philosophy has no
other goal: it is a matter of giving a frock coat to what is, a mathematical frock coat. On the other
hand, affirming that the universe resembles nothing and is only formless amounts to saying that
the universe is something like a spider or spit.

3.

The Flarf e-mail listserv, launched by half-a-dozen poets in March of 2001, was a kind of joke, or
anyway a space where people who liked to tell jokes -- inside jokes, about the poetry world,
mostly -- could hang out and dish. Observe kitty eating a slice of pizza. "Eat some free pizza,
Kitty!" YUM (pizza man impatient at the door). Awful poems sought and found: From spam to
Google, flarf redefines random. So far, at least sixteen books of Flarf have been published -- a
flurry of them just in the past several years. Page Not Found. The jangly, cut-up textures,
speediness, and bizarre trajectories of the Flarf poem, while fetching, are not the source of
Flarf’s originality. Folks, it’s just a species of collage. What is flarf? Well, as a movement that
defines itself, in the dadaist tradition, as "something it's not," I'd be smart to approach this
obliquely. Some detractors find flarf patronizing and covertly elitist, while others dismiss its
methods as a threadbare update of Tzara’s Dadaist hatful of headlines. In contrast, what Steve
Roggenbuck and other boykittens are doing with flarf and otherwise is warm, unconstrained,
more human, and miles away from what I thought poetry was, in the best way possible. Despite
the array of bizarre, seemingly random images, there’s not a lot of hidden meaning here;
everything is pretty much right at the surface.

poetic ecologies and arcologies:

Ecology (from Greek: οἶκος, "house", or "environment"; -λογία, "study of")
Poetry is a very large house. Many poets, dead and alive, live in it. We visit some rooms and
stay for years, others only for a few days, a few hours, a few minutes. We think we know
everybody, but really we hardly know anyone at all.



Paolo Soleri: If we take care of our environment because such care is imposed by edict, the
result might be order in appearance, death in substance. If we take care of only that portion of
our environment which we own, the environment will be like a sea of litter and dread dotted with
small island utopias whose segregated order is the true origin of chaos. This is a pretty close
description of the urban-suburban situation today. If we take care of the environment because
we have a sense of reverence toward it, then the reverential fire will make the environment glow
with the embers of the spirit.

writing against itself: I thought for many years that I had gotten the phrase "writing against
itself" from E. M. Cioran. I stumbled across a few of Cioran's books in the Greensboro Public
Library in 1979 and devoured them. But I have never owned them. Now I realize that I have
taken his phrase, thinking against oneself, and translated it -- mistranslated it -- for my own
purposes.

E. M. Cioran, from Thinking Against Oneself, in The Temptation To Exist
(translated by Richard Howard, 1970)

"Masters in the art of thinking against oneself, Nietzsche, Baudelaire and Dostoevsky have
taught us to side with our dangers, to broaden the sphere of our disease, to acquire existence
by division from our being."

"Every work turns against its author; the poem will crush the poet, the system the philosopher,
the event the man of action. Destruction awaits anyone who, answering to his vocation and
fulfilling it, exerts himself within history; only the man who sacrifices every gift and talent
escapes: released from his humanity, he may lodge himself in being."

destabilized languages: the letter as the primary unit of composition, the "ontological instability
of the letter" -- inserting extra spaces within words, omitting spaces between words -- moving
from textual poem to visual poem, or textimagepoem -- multiple reading routes, unstable
baselines, polydirectional lineation, overprinting, letteral fragmentation, "distressed letters" …

Ron Silliman's advice: not the senses, Rimbaud, derange the sentences (and related: “I want to
start a riot in the prison-house of language")

noise poems:

Liz Was - "The modern poetic ear must be trained to hear noise as music. The noisic sensibility,
which opens itself to all & any combination of sounds, is but one prerequisite for the evolution of
modern poetics."

string writing:

take a ball of string.



cut off a section roughly fifteen inches long.
clear a section of your desk.
drop the string from a height of two feet onto the clear spot.
this is a good opportunity to listen to Captain Beefheart.
photograph the string.
now, using the index finger on your right hand as a spoon, stir the string into a significantly
different pattern.
photograph it.
the photographic images will resemble quasi-calligraphic drawing, or anti-calligraphy.
listen to Captain Beefheart sing "I've got too much time to be without love".
repeat performance.

provisional poems: the temporary autonomous poem meets the ad hoc poem. or, perhaps one
remembers a poem from thirty years ago and finds it retains a surprising resonance.

Living the Good Life
Frank Stanford

There is only one locale for the heart
And that’s somewhere between the dick and the brain.
I don’t believe love is for chickenshits.
It’s low, dark, and cold-blooded, like a cottonmouth.
Children are often involved. They stink
When they sprout in the garden of light,
And they stink mulching their way back down.
Cold-hearted women, work, madness, and death
Are the things separating the nuts from the shells.
Everything else is strictly a pile of shit-
Except for childhood, which we moon over
Because it smells to high heaven. So, go it
Alone. Solitude is a constellation:
People can’t connect light anymore,
The only code they can break is darkness.
You can get a file in the heart
But you can’t jimmy love -a woman once said
It’d take a shotgun to open my heart.
All the time I was on my knees in the bathroom
Crying like a fool. No one knows
How to love anybody’s trouble, nothing will
Deaden the chiggers of pain sucking
Blood in your sleep -oh beautiful tree frogs,
Sonic in the nasty oil of evening, I love you,
Sounds by yourselves a star’s life away.



But it doesn’t mean a goddamn thing.
Death isn’t cold, dark, and quiet.
It is a love letter written on an X-ray.
Better still, it’s a manta ray
Squealing in your wife’s drawers.
Is this where your will is kept?
What sleek doing is she dreaming of tonight?
How much money do you have in the bank?
Are your early years filed away
In another bureau under another name?
Ask me no questions, I’ll still tell you lies,
My father would sing like a bull frog.
I thought my father was a flat-out wonder,
A faraway and constant stranger in my midst.
He wasn’t even my father, the cuckold.
So do Lord help the bucket mouth son
Doing a job on doom and eating banana flips.
I for one leave the transcendence of language
To the auctioneers on the widows’ steps,
And to the truck drivers with ears
Looking for the smoke on the road.
As for the snow that drifts ever
So silently into the eyes of children,
It is all full of shit from the north
And radiation from the west.

textimagepoems:

some textimagepoems start with text and move towards image.
some textimagepoems start with image and move towards text.
some textimagepoems start as textimagepoems and move towards text.
some textimagepoems start as textimagepoems and move towards image.
some textimagepoems start as textimagepoems and move out in many directions at once.
some textimagepoems are scores for sound poetry performances.
some text/image work is made by poets or by writers with a literary background.
some text/image work is made by artists with an art school background.
a textimagepoem is a type of visual poem.
not all text/image work is visual poetry.
some text/image work is visual art.
where the boundaries are blurred, we should celebrate the blurring of boundaries.
where the boundaries are not blurred, we should not claim that they are.



imbricate poems: all poems are to some extent imbricate poems. they overlap other poems.
they are like roof tiles, arrayed in imbricate patterns. i remember working on a roof one hot
summer afternoon in Lynchburg when i was a teenager. a steeply slanted roof, maybe 60
degrees. we tied ourselves to the chimney with a rope, and slid down the roof to the broken
tiles. my roof leaks now when it rains. i am not going to fix it. lots of things are imbricate.
memories dreams and reflections are imbricate. i read the book with that title as a freshman in
college, and helped teach it as a sophomore. it makes me think of Wallace Stevens, who i also
read as a freshman: thirteen ways of looking at a roof tile.

When the blackbird flew out of sight,
It marked the edge
Of one of many circles.

everted poems: the gists and piths, the mists and paths, the grist and plinths, the gristle and
plankton of the poem. if you turn a poem inside-out you get another poem. Start in the middle
and read in all directions. write all of your readings. permutation is a way of thinking. It has rules,
but they are malleable, permeable.

corrugated poems: the materiality of the text, the wrinkled surface.

John Wieners
The Murder Of Cheap Waitresses

From Ellen Needham, indicted for their slaying
to Alan Myronwitz' interdit we got to clean up poor classes
"Kill them off", as his unproduced revue, "Shoot the President"
barely two decades late, with Uncle Eddie's "Oh, Oh" was he
Earl Warren
then? we got nothing to say this morning, after returning
from New York.

When the Maid of Mistd Orleans vacationd off The Y in
Room 517, with Charlie
at the wheel, both ways
under
orange lights, does an initial replace a proper name, does a Judge ressurrect codes, can Anna
'h live, Elizabeth Short, will Cyril join John give orders, or take
them.

The death of hard-working women allowing some a cup of
coffee surprises us, that their slayings
pass unnotc 
ied, yes the fields of Brewster, Willimantic embankments,



now Buddy,
no more Treason in the
telephoneless rooms, on the Eighth Street billboard display.

--from Behind The State Capitol: or Cincinnati Pike (1975), described by Wieners, on the title
page, as "a collection of poetry written by John Wieners in the The United States. Cinema
decoupages; verses, abbreviated prose insights.”

historical poems:

Percy Bysshe Shelley, from The Masque of Anarchy (written in 1819, published in 1832)

Let a vast assembly be,
And with great solemnity
Declare with measured words, that ye
Are, as God has made ye, free.

The old laws of England—they
Whose reverend heads with age are grey,
Children of a wiser day;
And whose solemn voice must be
Thine own echo—Liberty!

Rise, like lions after slumber
In unvanquishable number!
Shake your chains to earth like dew
Which in sleep had fallen on you:
Ye are many—they are few!

Ed Sanders, from Poem From Jail (1961, published by City Lights in 1963)

To live as "beatific
Spirits welded
together,"
To live with
a fierce pacifism,
To love in haste,
as a beetle
entering bark

Ed Sanders, from 1968: A History In Verse
(Black Sparrow 2000)
(page 90)



One morning I visited Janis Joplin
who excitedly showed me a packet of seeds
Richard Brautigan had given her
with a poem glued to the side

I told her that the great Charles Olson was in town
and would she like to meet him?

I thought maybe Olson could write some songs for her
and, well, both were single
maybe there could be some eros
between bard and blues

Sandy Darlington.
from "Please Plant This Page"
San Francisco Express Times, 21 March 1968, Vol. 1, No. 9:5

Richard Brautigan is bringing out a book called Please Plant This Book. He's having seed
packets printed up with a poem on one side and directions for planting the contents on the
other. There will be eight packets, with eight poems and eight different kinds of seeds, four
flowers and four vegetables. The packets will be inside a folder. Read the poems and then plant
the seeds.

Recently he spent an afternoon in a seed store in Daly City selecting seeds. They had to be
easy to plant and growable anywhere in Northern California. That ruled out the Firecracker
Zinnia. Richard had a poem all ready for it, but the seed man said it wouldn't grow in San
Francisco. So he substituted Calendula.

Graham Mackintosh is printing up the folder-poems-book. Richard and his friends are going to
package the seeds by hand and then give the book away for free, starting on March 20th at the
First Day of Spring Celebration in Golden Gate Park. He only bought a few pounds of seeds,
sixteen to be exact, but they're small and the total number of them comes to over five million.
You must have a lot of ground to cover said the seed man.

derivative poems: all texts are made of other texts, all poems are made of other texts, all
poems are made of other poems.

Gérard de Nerval
Le Réveil en voiture (1853)

Voici ce que je vis : Les arbres sur ma route



Fuyaient mêlés, ainsi qu'une armée en déroute,
Et sous moi, comme ému par les vents soulevés,
Le sol roulait des flots de glèbe et de pavés !

Des clochers conduisaient parmi les plaines vertes
Leurs hameaux aux maisons de plâtre, recouvertes
En tuiles, qui trottaient ainsi que des troupeaux
De moutons blancs, marqués en rouge sur le dos !

Et les monts enivrés chancelaient, - la rivière
Comme un serpent boa, sur la vallée entière
Étendu, s'élançait pour les entortiller...
― J'étais en poste, moi, venant de m'éveiller !

Gerard de Nerval
Here is what I saw (Variation 1) (2016)
transmuted by Retorico Unentesi

Here is what I saw: arbitrary voice-cues
Surmount the trees in Fukushima melee
Fleeing mixed, and a deflated army,
Eats soup with the common emu, under me,

As movies by the winds braised, a
Soul-roulette, the ground roiling waves
And clods beneath the pavement!

Owls lied among green clocks condiment
Their hamsters blaster house, cowered
Tiles, which were rotting the locks
Dream croutons, marked in red on the beach!

And rippling Mountains swallow - the River
- Like Ouroboros! - in the valley! -
Salon of the Cat Tortilla...
- I was stationed, far from waking me!

ahistorical poems: poems -- as rare as hen's teeth (the phrase is thought to be an
Americanism dating to the early 1600s, but it's first occurrence in print is not until 1862)-- that
were not made at a specific time and place



capillary poems: by analogy to "capillary power" -- some poems seem to be everywhere, all the
time (like Blake's The Tyger and Ginsberg's Howl) -- poems circulate, permeate, percolate --
"poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world" -- Shelley -- the following poems were
presences among some of the poets i knew in the 1970s and 80s

For the Anniversary of My Death (1963)
W. S. Merwin

Every year without knowing it I have passed the day
When the last fires will wave to me
And the silence will set out
Tireless traveler
Like the beam of a lightless star

Then I will no longer
Find myself in life as in a strange garment
Surprised at the earth
And the love of one woman
And the shamelessness of men
As today writing after three days of rain
Hearing the wren sing and the falling cease
And bowing not knowing to what

Rescue the Dead (1968)
David Ignatow

Finally, to forgo love is to kiss a leaf,
is to let rain fall nakedly upon your head,
is to respect fire,
is to study man's eyes and his gestures
as he talks,
is to set bread upon the table
and a knife discreetly by,
is to pass through crowds
like a crowd of oneself.
Not to love is to live.

To love is to be led away
into a forest where the secret grave
is dug, singing, praising darkness



under the trees.

To live is to sign your name,
is to ignore the dead,
is to carry a wallet
and shake hands.

To love is to be a fish.
My boat wallows in the sea.
You who are free,
rescue the dead.

John Berryman
Dream Song 14 (1964)

Life, friends, is boring. We must not say so.
After all, the sky flashes, the great sea yearns,
we ourselves flash and yearn,
and moreover my mother told me as a boy
(repeatingly) "Ever to confess you're bored
means you have no

Inner Resources." I conclude now I have no
inner resources, because I am heavy bored.
Peoples bore me,
literature bores me, especially great literature,
Henry bores me, with his plights & gripes
as bad as Achilles,

who loves people and valiant art, which bores me.
And the tranquil hills, & gin, look like a drag
and somehow a dog
has taken itself & its tail considerably away
into the mountains or sea or sky, leaving
behind: me, wag.

Charles Simic
Eyes Fastened With Pins (1977)

How much death works,
No one knows what a long



Day he puts in. The little
Wife always alone
Ironing death's laundry.
The beautiful daughters
Setting death's supper table.
The neighbors playing
Pinochle in the backyard
Or just sitting on the steps
Drinking beer. Death,
Meanwhile, in a strange
Part of town looking for
Someone with a bad cough,
But the address somehow wrong,
Even death can't figure it out
Among all the locked doors...
And the rain beginning to fall.
Long windy night ahead.
Death with not even a newspaper
To cover his head, not even
A dime to call the one pining away,
Undressing slowly, sleepily,
And stretching naked
On death's side of the bed.

founds:

From Erika Pfander's Introductory Note to Neverends by Bern Porter (Runaway Spoon Press,
1988): "Bern Porter, whose bookvideo, 'Why My Left Leg Is Hot,' created a revolutionary
breakthrough in publishing equal to Gutenberg's movable type, continues his exploration of
found materials based on Picasso's declaration, 'I show what I have found, not what I am
looking for,' by presenting in the ensuing pages a series of 'prepared' founds."

On page 62 of Sounds That Arouse me (Tilbury House, 1993), Bern Porter begins his short
lyrical essay entitled  "Sources of Creation," with the following: "Michael Angelo, artist supreme,
instructed his students: 'If you would create, relax before moldy, wet walls and feel form shaping
out of the chaotic patterns'."

Bern Porter, from I'VE LEFT
quoted in where to go, what to do, when you are Bern Porter
by James Schevill (Tilbury House, 1992) (page 167)

"I trebled the size of cigar wrappers for no other reason than to issue larger printing areas for
contemporary poetry. For the same reason I enlarged theater tickets, laundry lists, matchbook



covers, gum wrappers, toilet and facial tissues. No wasted spaces, I averred, no areas devoid of
magic words was the motto."

collages: Collage is encountered in the fingerprint absence to dissolve signification. Flying the
dismantled spiral, the source text proposes a roadsign, the self unraveling, insisting on
impossible exile. Collage violates the denial of desire not intended as theft or warfare. It
redirects the reader and reinvents the reverse, reactions of the possible to refuse. To be its site,
into its revisioning, collage flattens the body playfully, a refuge for aliens traversing anarchist
intent. To quote Hannah Hoch: "I wish to blur the firm boundaries which we self-certain people
tend to delineate around all we can achieve."

ephemeral poems: Ed Sanders wrote his poems from jail on scraps of paper, whatever he
could find. Emily Dickinson wrote poems on envelopes. I wrote a series of poems in response to
John M. Bennett's "The Shirt, The Sheet" on delivery tickets from my job as a driver at The
College Inn in Charlottesville. All of these writings have been published. The poem does not
want to be ephemeral.

asemic lint poems: One day shortly after we moved to Roanoke, while we were still  living on
Lofton Road (so probably 2006) , Sue brought me a strip of lint from the dryer, saying "this looks
like something you would make." It had was mostly grey, with some areas darker than others,
and small snips of colored thread were scattered across its surface. It looked like asemic writing,
or visual writing, or something that might be included in my "pansemia and zaum" flickr album. I
have rescued many similar lint poems since then, and Cathy and John Bennett seem to have
also discovered these little beauties.  Like it or not, the lint poem is a thing. I believe the term is
already being used by archivists and historiographers of the recent poetic past.

assemblage poems: To make an assemblage poem is to join with the tradition of ecstasy, the
shaman flying on his borrowed fractal drum. The assemblage poem is displacement of body; it
is sex. The assemblage poet annihilates self in order to liberate ego. Assemblage poems
dismantle the myth of verticality, deflate hierarchy, flatten the upward spiral, propose sacred play
along the horizontal axis of the holy soil. Source text is the garden of experience, where
innocence is playfully sought through sexual disintegration. The assemblage poem expects
nothing; therefore it has no identity. The assemblage poem is a roadsign that points in the wrong
direction, towards the absence of a path, the unraveling threads of present texture, where it
presents itself as something else, as everything that it is not. The assemblage poem is other
presented as self, difference proposed as identity. The assemblage poem promotes its
existence by insisting on its nothingness.

emprientes: Jean Dubuffet, from Emprientes (1957), in Theories of Modern Art: A Source Book
by Artists and Critics, edited by Herschel B. Chipp (1968) -- “I declare that every phase of the
natural world (and the intellectual world is of course included), every part of every fact —
mountains or faces, movements of water or forms of beings — are links in the same chain, and



all proceed from the same key, and for this reason I declare that the forms of screaming birds
which appear on my ink-spotted page have the same source as real birds, just as the gestures I
reveal in those same spotted pages, the glance which shines from one place, the laughing face
which appears in another, are the result of mechanisms which produce these same gestures,
glances, laughs, elsewhere, and are almost real gestures, real glances, are in any case their
cousins, or, if homologues are preferred — abortions, unsuccessful aspirations.”

visual poems:

from CORE: A Symposium on Contemporary Visual Poetry, published by GENERATORSCORE,
edited by John Byrum and Crag Hill (1993)

Jake Berry: The literary and the visual are the same thing applied two different ways due to the
neurosis of categorization. They constitute elements of consensus reality & are co-conspirators
in its control. Should we remove the categories each naturally participates freely in the
experience of the other. (p.25)

Geof Huth: I have worked, and continue to work, as a visual poet from the point of view of a
writer. I write towards the visual, discovering it in the writing process. (p. 75)

Carol Stetser: The role of today's visual poet is to carry on in the tradition of the Indian vedic
poets, the zen buddhists, poets Chuang Tzu and William Blake, and the philosopher Ludwig
Wittgenstein, who each attempted to explode our familiar language patterns so we can see
clearly and directly. (p.140)

from Writing To Be Seen, edited by Bob Grumman and Crag Hill (2001)

Carol Stetser: Visual poetry is a collage. It is a synthesis of the visual and poetic. Collage is the
medium that most accurately represents our life at the end of the twentieth century.

Bill Keith: (responding to the  question, "do you use machines in the preparation of your work?")
I use whatever is at hand to realize my work; typewriters, computers, copiers. Not what I use is
important, how and why & with what effect do I use the machine is the primary concern.
Whatever helps me to realize my vision, like Hans Arp dropping scraps of paper on the floor,
Basho snatching a handful of grass and dipping it in ink to make a brushstroke -- whatever
machine or hand that enables me to realize my composition.

Guy Beining:
5. the alphabet prays for a solution, netted to scalp of image.
7. silhouette of letter ponders expansion.
9. heavens hood in asterisks, in mouth of basilisk; blooming by tamarisk, & edging in on hard
disk.



Marilyn Rosenberg: Fragmented or whole, found bits of language from newspapers or
magazines taken out of context and placed in a visual poem not only have meaning in the new
context but retain a lot of the meanings related to their original sources. Added are the
dictionary meanings of the words and  their meanings in the new context. When the new
meanings are added to those of the old words or numbers, a new whole -- or the unexpected --
emerges. Therefore, although the words have original meaning (connotation and denotation),
now they have been altered, and new meanings emerge. All the old and new meanings are now
part of this collage element, part of something new.

Jessica Smith
from Women of Visual Poetry: an introduction
in EVENING WILL COME: A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF POETICS (ISSUE 33, SEPTEMBER
2013

Poetry is so often compared to music that the visual element of the word on the page is
transparent in many poems. To be a “visual poem” is to remind the reader that the way the
words are arranged on the page (and their legibility, color, etc.) is a medial part of the message
in every poem and cannot be separated from aurality and meaning. As in music, the poem on
the page can operate as a score in myriad ways and need not indicate a traditional lyric
performance. By highlighting and problematizing (making decorative, illegible or difficult) the
optic elements of poetry, visual poetry reminds us that the eye and ear are inseparable when we
parse written language.

Nico Vassilakis
from My Vispo (from Alphabet Noir):

I think of vispo as preparation for a future language event.
You can read anything as language is everything.
Someone asked if I could read a shag rug, so I got down and began articulating the width,
length, direction, color, etc of each tuft/thread in sound units.
The thing you do not want to do is explain everything.
I think vispo is a kinetic mirror.
I am very interested in drawn letters. I am not though so interested in written letters.
My first letter O, for instance, was drawn by me as a surrealistic potato.
Soon after that the letter O became uniform, compliant and precise, forced to fit obediently
between the perforated lines.

lineated texts: In traditional verse a line is a predetermined form in itself. For example, a line
might be defined as ten syllables, consisting of five iambs. There will be some flexibility within
these constraints, but the flexibility doesn't change the definition.
Lineation assists in the organization of recognizable rhythmic patterns. Once this function of the
line is established, it can be used as a set of expectations to be either worked-with or
worked-against.



Line-breaks allow for words at the beginning and end of lines to oscillate between parts of
speech, thus accentuating the polysemous instability of poetic language.
Lineation need not be based on rhythmic or semantic considerations.
The length of a line might be determined by counting words, or letters, or em spaces, or it might
be determined by its relation visually to other lines, as with shaped poems.
In visual poetry the line often has an unstable baseline, with letters within words resting either
above or below what would normally be their base.
Also, in much visual poetry a polydirectional lineation foregrounds the necessity for a reader to
take multiple reading routes through the texts and/or images.

serial textures: consider this definition of texture: the characteristic structure of the interwoven
or intertwined threads, strands, or the like, that make up a textile fabric. you will be forgiven if
you also consider this: the characteristic structure of the interwoven or intertwined threads,
strands, or the like, that make up a text.

mutagenic poems: A mutagen in the environment of the poem is an agent, such as a syllable,
a letter, or a line, that can induce or increase the frequency of mutation in a reader.

from The Allen Ginsberg Project
from Apollinaire (Allen's 1975 NAROPA class)

[Allen proceeds to read Apollinaire's "Zone" in its entirety] - "À la fin tu es las de ce monde
ancien.." - "In the end you're sick of the old world..." or "You are tired at last of this old world.." -
"Soleil cou coupé" - "The sun's a severed neck" or "a sun's neck cut" - Now what does that
sound like? Is that familiar? That tone? It's a run-on of thought and a juxtaposition of thought
with some likeness to the traditional Surrealist methods and (William) Burroughs' cut-ups. Some
of Burroughs' tone comes from Eliot which comes from this. It's the first time that anybody wrote
whatever was going on in his head, in a sense, in so precise a way that the transitions are
sudden. Like Burroughs says, "I'm not American Express", in terms of, "Here you are in
Marseilles amid the watermelons/ Here you are in Coblentz at the Hotel of the Giant/ Here you
are in Rome sitting under a Japanese medlar tree/ Here you are in Amsterdam with a girl you
find pretty and who is ugly."
What does it mean, jumping from place to place? At first when this was written, people couldn't
understand. It wasn't telling a sequential story. It was Cubist almost [Apollinaire coined the term
"Cubism"] or one city superimposed on another, one line superimposed on another, a
simultaneity, in which all the cities were seen almost in one glimpse with only a little space on
the page to jump the gap in space. Almost like a series of false starts or a series of.. maybe you
thought he was going to write more but he realized that one line was a complete haiku, But he's
"not American Express", so he doesn't have to get you from one transition to another. He
doesn't have to get you from one city to another, or one mental thought to another, He's already
perceived that the mind jumps around.
Rimbaud was still doing it within a traditional syntax, as if it made syntactical sense, or as if it
made rational sense. That's what the prettiness and irony of Rimbaud is. "A hare playing



through a spiderweb on a bluebell."[ "A hare stopped in the clover and swaying flowerbells and
said a prayer to the rainbow, through the spider's web" - "Un lièvre s'arrêta dans les sainfoins et
les clochettes mouvantes et dit sa prière à l'arc-en-ciel à travers la toile de l'araignée" (from
"Après le Déluge" in "Illuminations")] - "When I awoke it was noon" ("Au réveil il était midi").
Rimbaud discovered a little bit - like in that prose-poem, having spent the morning drunk,
"Matinée d'ivresse", I guess - and then he ended, "When I awoke it was noon" ("Au réveil il était
midi") (this, from "Aube" (Dawn) in "Illuminations"). Very abruptly. So there's a little element in
Rimbaud that Apollinaire picks up on and carries through, a sudden transition of mind, almost
like hashish transitions, hashish thoughts, suddenly shifting.
The other element here in the French is that there is no punctuation at all. So it's just the
thoughts because they are not syntactically sequential in terms of rational French or English
purity of grammatical and punctuational notation. They are just scattered thoughts, in a sense,
so there is no need for punctuation, because it represents the process of the mind moving
around.

erotic poems: the poem wants to have sex with you, no matter who you are. it also wants to
have sex with your chair, your cat, your bookshelf, your mailbox and your sidewalk. eros is
ubiquitous in the environment of the poem.

Eric Weinberger
in Fuck You / A Magazine of The Arts
Number 4, August 1962

For me/ even for me
Who cant say a word to them;
There is, wherever I stand
a woman, in front of me
even a violet, or a bunch of ants is,
for me. (I conspire with them)
*************
and I touch her, my
hand a bamboo rake.

ascetic poems: In Bunuel's 1965 film Simon of the Desert, a woman who is the devil disguises
herself as Jesus and visits the title character in the desert. This image is the icon of the ascetic
poem.

Fernando Pessoa, from The Book of Disquiet (written in 1916. published in 1982)

A cat wallows in the sun and goes to sleep.  Man wallows in life, with all of its complexities, and
goes to sleep. [...] I mean the mystics and ascetics -- the recluses of all Tibets, the Simeon
Stylites of all columns.  These men, albeit by absurd means, do indeed try to escape the animal



law.  These men, although they act madly, do indeed reject the law of life by which others
wallow in the sun and wait for death without thinking about it. [...] Dogs and men, cats and
heroes, fleas and geniuses -- we all play at existing without thinking about it (the most advanced
of us thinking only about thinking) under the vast stillness of the stars.  The others -- the mystics
of pain and sacrifice -- at least feel, in their body and their daily lives, the magic presence of
mystery.  They have escaped, for they reject the visible sun; they know plenitude, for they’ve
emptied themselves of the world’s nothingness. [...] I will always be, in verse or prose, an office
employee.  I will always be, with or without mysticism, local and submissive, a servant of my
feelings and of the moments when they occur.

fractal poems: Cole Swensen uses fractal geometry to analyze visual poems, emphasizing
multidirectional fractal motion that "infinitely complicates itself along a pattern of self-similarity."
Joan Retallack invokes fractals as models of "pattern-bounded unpredictability" that provide new
ways of thinking about poetry's relation to extratextual reality, "redefining relationships between
order and disorder, pattern and unpredictability, the finite and the infinite." (see The Princeton
Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, Fourth Edition, page 505)

archaic poems:

Terence McKenna, from "Alien Love", in The Archaic Revival (1991)

"I'm very bullish on psilocybin. I think that the word "drug" is inappropriate and that the model of
hallucinogenic drugs that we have inherited from our experience with LSD is completely
inadequate -- that the fact that LSD is our model hallucinogen for doctors and researchers is
only a historical accident. The fact is that it was discovered first, or characterized first, in the
laboratory and then millions of people took it. Millions and millions of people were touched by
LSD. I don't think that mass drug-taking is a good idea. But I think that we must have a
deputized minority -- a shamanic professional class, if you will -- whose job is to bring ideas out
of the deep, black water and show them off to the rest of us . They would perform for our culture
some of the cultural functions that shamans performed in preliterate cultures .
I think that a true symbiosis is happening between humans and hallucinogenic plants. LSD was
a thing of the laboratory . Psilocybin is a creature of the forests and fields . When man
propagates it, when we spread it, when it intoxicates us, there is a reciprocal relationship and
transfer of energy and information. This is a true symbiosis. Both parties are gaining; nobody is
giving up anything . We have domesticated many plants and animals; that's not big news. But
this is not a bean or an apple; it isn't even a cat or a dog; it may be smarter than we are. So the
implications of this relationship have to be couched in at least human terms and that's why the
erotic metaphor is not inappropriate."

aleatory poems: The word "aleatory" was first used by Werner Meyer-Eppler in the context of
electro-acoustics and information theory for describing a course of sound events that is
determined in its framework and flexible in detail.



The patterns in our lives are few and fixed. The details that combine to form the patterns are
infinite and incessantly changing.
You will find reasons for making aleatory works if you look for them.

Charles Bernstein (in Jackson Mac Low: Poetry As Art, 2004): "Much of Mac Low's most
compelling work in his later period echo qualities of his aleatoric poems, while being freely
composed. This is something that is also true of the work of a number of the poets associated
with L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E,..."
[...]
Despite the great variety of Mac Low's output and the significance of his political commitments,
he is most frequently associated with a compositional practice he began in the 1950s: the use of
predetermined structures - procedures or algorithms - for generating poems. This was the kind
of work that he published in his best-known early publication, the 1963 Fluxus collection, An
Anthology, on which he worked with La Monte Young, and also in his two groundbreaking
collections of works from 1960, Stanzas for Iris Lezak (Barton, VT: Something Else Press, 1972)
and Asymmetries 1-260 (NY: Printed Editions, 1980). In later years, Mac Low preferred to call
such works "quasi-intentional," rejecting the designation "chance-generated." If Mac Low
realized an alternative to the personally expressive poem, it was not through a rejection of
intentionality but a through a realization of the hyperspace of aesthetic motivation. Mac Low's
work reflects intention writ large, along with a ferocious commitment to precision and
documentation. Intention in Mac Low is not found in any one poem or structure but rather in the
interconnection among works, or perhaps in the "burning space between the words," as
Edmond Jabes once put it.

recombinative poems: recombinative at what level?
at the level of the letter we have the anagram.
at the level of the word we have permutations.
at the level of the phrase we have anaphora.
at the level of the sentence we have Fibonacci sequences.

Christopher Smart, from Jubilate Agno
FRAGMENT B, 2

LET PETER rejoice with the MOON FISH who keeps up the life in the waters by night.
Let Andrew rejoice with the Whale, who is array'd in beauteous blue and is a combination of
bulk and activity.
Let James rejoice with the Skuttle-Fish, who foils his foe by the effusion of his ink.
Let John rejoice with Nautilus who spreads his sail and plies his oar, and the Lord is his pilot.
Let Philip rejoice with Boca, which is a fish that can speak.
Let Bartholomew rejoice with the Eel, who is pure in proportion to where he is found and how he
is used.
Let Thomas rejoice with the Sword-Fish, whose aim is perpetual and strength insuperable.
Let Matthew rejoice with Uranoscopus, whose eyes are lifted up to God.



Let James the less, rejoice with the Haddock, who brought the piece of money for the Lord and
Peter.
Let Jude bless with the Bream, who is of melancholy from his depth and serenity.
Let Simon rejoice with the Sprat, who is pure and innumerable.
Let Matthias rejoice with the Flying-Fish, who has a part with the birds, and is sublimity in his
conceit.

appropriated poems:

John M. Bennett, from THE BLANK GENERATION: AN AMERICAN AVANT GARDE (2002):
The use of appropriated texts takes many forms. Transduction of found or others’ texts is one of
them. “Hacks”, as practiced especially brilliantly by Al Ackerman, is another. This involves
various arbitrary ways of combining texts or distorting a text so that something completely
unexpected results. There are also writers, such as Scott MacLeod, who practice “plagiarism” or
the use of “source texts”, usually by recombining, rearranging, or recontextualizing others’ texts
to create something new. Obviously, this very concept flies in the face of the established
institutional values of complete and total “originality” in all things. But I think that any
open-minded examination of these “plagiarized” texts would reveal the truly original and unique
nature of what has been produced. In contrast, much of what is written in the
“originality”-obsessed established media sounds the same, and is not truly original at all.

Scott MacLeod
from Anne Frank In Jerusalem
Ex Nihilo Press 1999

Various attempts were made: thunderous songs at midnight, thinned out with blood and triumph.
In a stumbling working-class voice, with little conviction and were soon silent. Broken chairs,
dust, books and more. With scenes and tantrums and various objects in wild disorder. Passion
for this hour only, before fading to silence. The end of novelty. With phrases, not the body.
Sedentary occupation, always unwise. Sleep even worse. Night, and the whore of pleasure
turned to give teeth to the outsides of words under the bitterest torture. Carried away irresistibly
into woods and fields and steep railway cuttings, the edge of the world into nothingness, entered
the black shell, bound as bodies to the horses of the phantom riders, through the vastly
menacing silent night only seemingly attached to the earth. Vacant, completed. Forged in a ring
of steel, we rise, solemn, pale, soft like wax near the flame, almost broken but not quite, woken
by the night bell in a small park, the remains of an old forest around the black edge of grief. A
sense of something removed. The fearful pleasure that the whole earth is turning. The empty
space it has left behind.

decontextualized poems:

Sebastian Hayes
from Rimbaud as a Social and Political Poet (2010)



On April 19th 1871, the Commune issued a proclamation which concluded: “The Communal
Revolution, begun by the the popular initiative of 18th, inaugurates a new political era,
experimental, positive, scientific.
It is the end of the old governmental and clerical world, of militarism, of monopolism, of
privileges to which the proletariat owes its servitude, the Nation its miseries and disasters”
(translation given in The Fall of Paris by Alistair Horne).
This is very much the tone of Rimbaud’s own utterances at the time — though he might have
jibbed at the idea of the new era being ‘scientific’, since at this stage in his life he saw science
and technology as a threat rather than a means of emancipation.  Rimbaud’s central idea, or
rather obsession, was that humanity needed to be transformed, that the present human material
was ignoble and worthless : it  needed to be thoroughly shaken up, ‘deranged’ as he put it, in
order to produce the new man and woman. “Quel travail! Tout à démolir, tout à effacer dans ma
tête!” (‘What work! Everything must be demolished, everything wiped out from my head!”)

Arthur Rimbaud, from Illuminations:

Barbarian

Long after the days and the seasons, and people and countries.

The banner of raw meat against the silk of seas and arctic flowers; (they do not exist).

Recovered from the old fanfares of heroism, -- which still attack the heart and head, -- far from
the old assassins.

-- Oh! the banner of raw meat against the silk of seas and arctic flowers; (they do not exist). --

repurposed poems:

Walt Whitman
Song of the Open Road

1
Afoot and light-hearted I take to the open road,
Healthy, free, the world before me,
The long brown path before me leading wherever I choose.

Henceforth I ask not good-fortune, I myself am good-fortune,
Henceforth I whimper no more, postpone no more, need nothing,
Done with indoor complaints, libraries, querulous criticisms,
Strong and content I travel the open road.



The earth, that is sufficient,
I do not want the constellations any nearer,
I know they are very well where they are,
I know they suffice for those who belong to them.

(Still here I carry my old delicious burdens,
I carry them, men and women, I carry them with me wherever I go,
I swear it is impossible for me to get rid of them,
I am fill’d with them, and I will fill them in return.)

recontextualized poems:

[Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same]

Robert Frost
The Road Not Taken (1916)

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.



CAPs (computer aided poems): by analogy to CAD - Computer Aided Design. poems that
could not exist in their particular configurations without the aid of a computer.

Ficus Strangulensis
THE THINGIETH PSALM
(after 5 passes through thesaur.wpm)
published in BRINK #1: The Magazine of Textual & HTML/Hyper Poetry and Prose by on and
off-line poets [no date, probably early 1990s]

The Paragon individual instill my shepherd;
I shall not good.

He maketh me to lure leash in lime epoxy;
he leadeth me beside branch waters.

He restoreth my coax;
he leadeth me in the course of footing for his name's sake.

Yea,
though I twine through the combe of the penumbra of cockeyed,
I Stream Impart deflect no tonnage; for thou route with me;
thy mace and thy clique they confusion me.

Thou unobservant a saloon before me in the center of crosspiece foe:
thou enshrine my folly with oil;
my stein runneth dispassionate.

Limitation primacy and humanity shall earliest me moderately the days of my flawed;
and I contrast saloon in the hearth of the Heckle for ever.

jim leftwich / john crouse / jukka-pekka kervinen
from the textual conjectures blogzine
posted 11.01.2006
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interrogating the surface of the text: a phrase from Edmond Jabes in an interview with Paul
Auster.



I stumbled upon the books of Edmond Jabes late in the summer of 1986 in the Lynchburg Public
Library. My job sent me to Charlottesville for the month of September and I first read The Book
of Questions while living in a hotel room there.

Edmond Jabes, from The Book of Questions, Volume 1, translated by Rosmarie Waldrop (1991)

To be in the book. To figure in the book of questions, to be part of it. To be responsible for a
word or a sentence, a stanza or a chapter.
To be able to say: "I am in the book. The book is my world, my country, my roof, and my riddle.
The book is my breath and my rest.
I get up with the page that is turned. I lie down with the page put down. To be able to reply: "I
belong to the race of words, which homes are built with" -- when I know full well that this answer
is still another question, that this home is constantly threatened.
I will evoke the book and provoke the questions.

transient poems: poems of the dérive. the urban environment environment is an open-air
anthology of visual poems.

phase transitions:

water to ice, in one direction
water to steam, in the other direction

you can have water and ice at the same temperature
you can have water and steam at the same temperature

watch closely when the poem is changing into another poem,
it may be two poems at once

watch closely again when the poem is changing back into itself,
it will be at least two poems at once

scores:

Bob Cobbing: "Gone is the word as the word, though the word may still be used as sound or
shape. Poetry now resides in other elements." (1969)

Alison Knowles: "If I can open soya beans into a tray, it opens the possibility for anyone to make
their own array of sounds. It's not necessary to organize them into a symphony."

Wilfrid Mellers: "By the time we reach the Concert - in the late '50s, as distinct from the Music of
Changes, 1951-2 - the notations have become graphic. Here, though the graphic notations may



vividly provoke response in musical transliterations, they cannot be definitive, and that is Cage's
point. For chance has merged into the players' intuitive reactions: so the sheet on which there
are no notations indicates the blessedness of silence, while the marks on the other sheets may
(or may not) promote sounds. In any case they cannot achieve, and would not welcome,
unalterable definition or uniformity."

discontinuous poems:

Richard Kostelanetz - In literature, out of the melding of language with design came what is
called visual poetry or word-imagery, where the enhancing coherence of words is pictorial
(rather than syntactical), while sound poetry comes from integrating musical values with initially
verbal material. Since the possibilities of literary intermedia have scarcely been explored, it is
reasonable to suspect that this may be the single greatest esthetic idea of our time,   the sole
contemporary peer of cubism and collage.

Dick Higgins, Statement on Intermedia (1966)

Does it not stand to reason, therefore, that having discovered the intermedia (which was,
perhaps, only possible through approaching them by formal, even abstract means), the central
problem is now not only the new formal one of learning to use them, but the new and more
social one of what to use them for? Having discovered tools with an immediate impact, for what
are we going to use them? If we assume, unlike McLuhan and others who have shed some light
on the problem up until now, that there are dangerous forces at work in our world, isn´t it
appropriate to ally ourselves against these, and to use what we really care about and love or
hate as the new subject matter in our work? Could it be that the central problem of the next ten
years or so, for all artists in all possible forms, is going to be less the still further discovery of
new media and intermedia, but of the new discovery of ways to use what we care about both
appropriately and explicitly? The old adage was never so true as now, that saying a thing is so
don´t make it so. Simply talking about Viet Nam or the crisis in our Labor movements is no
guarantee against sterility. We must find the ways to say what has to be said in the light of our
new means of communicating. For this we will need new rostrums, organizations, criteria,
sources of information. There is a great deal for us to do, perhaps more than ever. But we must
now take the first steps.

potential poems:

John M. Bennett, from THE BLANK GENERATION: AN AMERICAN AVANT GARDE 2002

Chance or arbitrary processes and collaboration are ways to expand the possibilities of
language and the individual consciousness. Other specific techniques it would be useful to
mention in that regard (there are too many to discuss them all, but cf. the work of Bob Grumman
and Richard Kostelanetz for more (3)) include transduction, formal invention, and the use of
appropriated text. Transduction, or homophonic translation, is the use of words that “sound like”



the expected words but are different. It can be applied by transducing previously existing texts,
or by the writer transducing the words that come to him or her in the act of writing. Formal
invention involves creating new forms, or adapting or altering old ones, and filling them with
language. A new form will always result in new and unexpected texts: what language means is
very much a function of the form and structure in which it occurs. Richard Kostelanetz asserts,
in fact, that “the foundation of experimental literature is a history of formal innovation”.(4) Very
similar is the creation of neologisms, something much practiced by these writers. Another
related technique is the use of mixed genres: language not only on paper, but in painting, music,
photography, collage, sculpture, performance, and so on, as well as mixtures of “prose”,
“poetry”, “drama” “autobiography”, and the like.

socialist poems,

1. The United States should be broken-up into 300 small anti-countries.
2. Is the European Union too big? France is too big.
3. Last week I saw two professional basketball players from West Africa talking to each other in
four languages during a timeout. Beginning in pre-school, everyone should be taught to read,
write, and speak Chinese, Spanish, English, Russian, Portuguese and Hindi.
4. A strong socialist government is needed to break-up corporate power -- and then to break-up
itself.

associational poems:

Evan Parker, from an interview with James Saunders (2009)

There needs to be an equivalent of the ‘Chinese Wall’, in banking parlance, between material
consciously memorized in practice and the state of mind aimed at while improvising. The risk
otherwise is that it will sound like running memorized patterns. George Lewis told me that the
older players he met when in the Count Basie band referred to such things as ‘riff books’. There
is a short recording between tunes on one of the Charlie Parker recordings made by Jimmy
Knepper where he plays such a pattern and someone asks him where’s that from and he says
Rudy Wiedoeft. I think Wiedoeft was a popular saxophonist who had a ‘riff book’ on the market
at that time. Obviously Parker made a very clear demarcation between practise and
performance. The aim of my practise is to run pathways that would otherwise be unused and
consequently unfamiliar to my brain and fingers with a view to making the line from my
imagination more fluent.

decadent poems:

Olchar E. Lindsann, from Creative Sociality and the Traditions of Dissent: Toward a Radical
Historiography (2007)



Radically new and productive modes of sociality have always continued to develop―e.g. Mail
Art, heteronyms, virtual and mythic projects, countless new forms of international cooperation
on every level enabled by technological development (at least in more privileged nations)―and
forms of collectivity inherited from earlier generations continue to be developed, amended, and
expanded, in both local and international configurations. Nonetheless, much of the discourse
coming from within or occurring between dissenting communities continues to focus almost
exclusively on transgressive forms and ideology, thereby limiting the revolutionary potential of
the practice of the creative re-structuring of interpersonal relationships, which in underlies the
production and the thought of dissenting communities. It also effectively limits the applicability of
this discourse, constraining it (as the institution also does) within the social and conceptual
boundaries of High Art.

We must recognize that the frontier between ‘life’ and ‘art’ has largely shifted to the level of
structure rather than ideology.

Without abandoning ANY of this discourse then, we must begin to articulate explicitly and in
detail that what is at stake are not merely new forms of making, but new forms of living, thinking,
and relating. We must examine the various strategies of socialization that have been adopted,
their successes and failures, and we must explicitly address these issues among and between
communities continuing these struggles and explorations. Only by forcefully establishing and
maintaining rigorous and strategic alternate historiographies to combat the subtle propagandists
of the commercial Institution can we locate and attack the governing structures themselves
which support that orthodoxy, recover the significance of creative activity itself (which would
cease to be ‘production’ and ‘consumption’), and begin the definitive erosion that constrains the
potential compass of our various developments within a bounded ‘subculture’ of educational
elites, while the rest of our society withers and contaminates the rest of the world with the
poison leaking from it. We must collectively strategize, both within and between the various
communities involved in this heteroclite struggle. Our collective strategizing and our strategies
of collective action must constantly reinforce and develop each other. Only in this way can we
dissolve the foundations of this particular avatar of Power, and deny it the opportunity to rebuild.

Patricia Cox Miller, from In Praise of Nonsense

Paul, who talks about what the magical papyri do, has in his first letter to the Corinthians
described basic aspects of alphabetical language. They are aspects that carry the archaic
sensibility of that language, especially as it shows itself in the magical papyri where spiritual
language is best and most fully preserved. The information from Paul concerns the form and
qualities of this language: it is ecstatic prayer that does not sound like normal language but
rather like music (as Paul's repeated musical metaphors suggest - gong, cymbal, flute, harp,
bugle); it is not intelligible, but it is rhythmic; and it is also powerful, for it brings manifestations of
the spirit. Further, those manifestations take the verbal form not of reasonable words ('For if I
pray in a tongue, my spirit prays but my mind is unfruitful') but, as we know from other sources,



of strings of letters, particularly of vowels, and these somehow give expression to 'mysteries in
the Spirit' (1 Cor 14:2).

therapeutic poems:

Billy Bob Beamer (2007)

In the 70s I became frustrated by the “floaters” in my eyes. Those who, like me, are nearsighted
will understand how infuriating these floating cells in the eyeball can be! But I have always found
myself interested in most things (and people), even frustrating ones. And that included my
floaters—what I later learned are called “entopic” images or imagery derived from the body or
body processes when used in art. I began to draw these little floaters, and over time, began to
see that they arrived on paper as linguistic signs and symbols. I continued to paint traditional
landscapes, portraits, and even abstractions. But I always came back to the “floater drawings,”
which I started calling “Messages” to reflect what I understood as their linguistic base.
Jump forward 20 years. I had been growing increasingly ill, and was finally diagnosed with
FM/CFIDS. Through the years I began to—and continue to—participate in many treatment
modalities: medications; osteopathy (OMT); massage; and biofeedback. It was while
participating in biofeedback that I learned I could induce a trance-like state by the act of
repetitive (some say obsessive-compulsive!) drawing, i.e., my “Messages.”

concrete poems:

Michael Basinski
from A Working Paper Towards an Eventual Visual/Concrete Essay
published in Lagniappe Volume 1 Number 1 (1997)

You should know that in 1951 Eugen Gomringer, Dieter Rot and Marcel Wyss instituted a
magazine they called Spiral, which was to be a magazine that would embrace poetry, the plastic
arts, graphics, architecture, and industrial design. Gomringer, a poet, was impressed by
concrete art. His poetry and the visual poetry of others of his generation (Augusto de Campos,
et al.) has become classical Concrete Poetry.
That was nearly 50 years ago.
Along the path the photocopy machine infused visual poetry with a much needed proletarian
surge of folkCrete energy.
In da USA visual poetry, photocopy work primarily, becomes a political event. The crude nature
of this poetry, raggedly cut-out words enjambed with lewd or ridiculous images, is a direct
assault on conservative, narrative-bound poems, the academic avant garde and the poetic
careers of the privileged. The visual is a call to war. Visual poetry is anti-art, anti-culture and
anti-imperial. Visual photocopy poetry comes from an active subculture. It is the most populist
poetry being written. This poetry is read by more people than those who consume work
published by sanctioned publishers.
C.P. is Concrete Poetry and Communist Party.



Do not neglect the Fluxus experiment, John Cage and Jackson Mac Low, and Mac Low's and
La Monte Young's An Anthology.
In the visual word, there is thus a tradition and a history and a patriarchy and all of this has been
and is philoprogenitive.
The Gondwannaland of the poem insists that poetry must have a lexical vocabulary. This
restriction constitutes a form of fundamentalism.
Concretions or crustaceans?
Isn't this just a bit too far fetched and romantic?
Visual poetry and sound poetry or V/S is still considered extreme and sometimes mundane
experimental writing. 80 years after the death of Apollinaire.
Poetry utilizing shape, font size, visual image, sound scoring, sound constellations, fuzziness,
cross-outs, layering techniques, multiple states and a host of rather now common poetic tactics,
for good or bad, gets lumped and dumped into the Concrete oeuvre.
V/S poetry has suffered because of the purity and puritanical Gomringer Concrete (art) Poetry
and the apparently messy, anti-concrete Concrete, photoconcrete Concrete, and, of course,
from the reluctance of fundamentalist career poetry to extend itself.

Anne Rorimer: "Two colour photographs from a set of 11, Untitled (1966-67), suggest the nature
of Nauman's endeavor. In one, subtitled Eating My Words, the artist is shown as he sits at a
kitchen table spreading jam on cut-out 'words' made of bread, which he is about to eat. In the
other, Waxing Hot, one sees the artist's hands in the process of applying wax to individual,
standing wooden letters that spell 'hot'. Creating scenarios by acting out 'plays' on words to the
letter, so to speak, Nauman has represented words as material, three-dimensional objects,
infusing them with physicality. With expressions providing imagery, words take shape."

Kim Levin: "Graffiti as art is without a past and with a questionable future, but it has a history of
its own (invented in 1970 by Taki 183), which accidentally collides with recent art's own history.
While artists in the '70s were trying desperately to escape from the constraints of modern 'style'
and modernist stylizations, teenage graffitists in the subways were really getting into style,
fighting Style Wars of their own. They were putting clouds and bubbles around their tags,
3-D'ing them, arming them with arrows. The concept of style was bankrupt for
post-Conceptualists, who had become involved with linguistics and semiotics. At the same time
these semiliterate artist-vandals who called themselves writers were, without knowing it,
short-circuiting linguistics, using the letters of the alphabet as magical postliterate symbols of
primitive power - like an alternative avant-garde down in brutal man-made caves. They were
constructing meaningless scripts, almost as if they were reinventing an incoherent or
indecipherable medieval calligraphy for the postindustrial Dark Ages. Contaminated by urban
decay, computer technology, cartoons, laser guns, Atari games, and other space age fairy tales
and fears, they seemed untouched by any preconceived aesthetic ideas."

trickster poems:



Jerome Rothenberg - Such special languages - meaningless &/or mysterious - are a small but
nearly universal aspect of 'primitive-&-archaic' poetry. They may involve (1) purely invented,
meaningless sounds, (2) distortion of ordinary words & syntax, (3) ancient words emptied of
their (long since forgotten) meanings, (4) words borrowed from other languages & likewise
emptied. And all these may, in addition, be explained as (1) spirit language, (2) animal
language, (3) ancestral language - distinctions between them often being blurred.

constellations:

from From Line to Constellation (1954)
Eugen Gomringer

The constellation is the simplest possible kind of configuration in poetry which has for its basic
unit the word, it encloses a group of words as if it were drawing stars together to form a cluster.
The constellation is an arrangement, and at the same time a play-area of fixed dimensions.
The constellation is ordered by the poet. He determines the play-area, the field or force and
suggests its possibilities. the reader, the new reader, grasps the idea of play, and joins in.
In the constellation something is brought into the world. It is a reality in itself and not a poem
about something or other. The constellation is an invitation.
(Translation: Mike Weaver)

meditations:

Geof Huth, from What Part of the Brain Shouldn’t You Use?, a review of Medulla, edited by
Jukka-Pekka Kervinen, on the blogspot dbqp: visualizing poetics: visual poetry, the textual
imagination, and personal experience
March 9, 2009
Jim Leftwich is one of the machines of visual poetry production (along with Jukka-Pekka, the
editor), but some machines have hearts and minds, and Jim’s work, which uses collage most
commonly, is never merely the accumulation of random bits. The pieces talk. They make points
to us. We are meant to read them. In this little collage poem, Jim takes pieces of the
consumerist world, but particularly dry and boring pieces, and he mixes with them scraps of
newspaper clippings about the war, presumably the War in Iraq. This is a simple anti-war
message, but also anti-consumerist, and
anti-so-blind-from-mindless-consumption-that-you-don’t-even-notice-the-carnage-carried-out-in-
your-name. This piece seems unassuming, maybe meaningless, but it is passionate in a way
that only its dispassionate presentation could demonstrate.

intimations:

Madhu Khanna - Mantras, the Sanskrit syllables inscribed on yantras, are essentially
'thought-forms' representing divinities or cosmic powers, which exert their influence by means of
sound-vibrations. It is put forward in the Tantras that the entire world is symbolized in mantra



equations, as the mantra is essentially a projection of cosmic sound (Nada=the principle of
vibration born out of the conjunction of Siva-Sakti, the Absolute Principle). Yantra and mantra
are always found in conjunction. Sound is considered as important as form in yantra, if not more
important, since form in its essence is sound condensed as matter.
Inseparable from yantras are the subtle vibrations which help to intensify their power. These
sound elements are often represented by letters inscribed on the yantra, and in principle all
yantras are associated with mystic combinations of Sanskrit letters. The inner dynamics of the
yantra can never be understood in isolation from the system of sound dynamics, as the two
combine to make up the complete 'definition' of the divine. The yantra-mantra complex is
basically an equation that unites space (akasa), which in its gross form appears as shapes, and
vibrations, which in their finite forms occur as the spoken or written word.

provocations:

Philip Whalen on Lew Welch, in Commonplace Discoveries (Talk given at Naropa University,
July 28, 1980)
It isn’t usually fashionable to think of rocks as being alive. We like to think of the planet, we like
to think of nature as being controllable and as being dead—it’s just matter, you can treat it any
way you want to; rocks are simply stuff you can throw around. He says they’re alive and they’re
being devoured by these little plants. He doesn’t say what the rocks think about it, he just says
this is happening.

[...]

The rocks are alive; everything is alive. The final envelope, the last message, is please turn
around and don’t drop those things. Although something will survive, it ain’t going to be you. It
might be these lichen, which are very nice things and are going to make a new start, probably,
after you’re gone. But what is it that lichen are doing? They’re sitting there very quietly growing,
very slowly, and not bothering anybody. They don’t even get involved in the whole bee and
flower business. They’re just sitting there, spreading out and being pretty. Maybe as far as Lew
was concerned—like he says, they make these murals—maybe I’m straining at a gnat to
swallow the camel again about how the whole poem is metaphorical, being about art, being
about people who are creative like they say nowadays, people who paint and write poems, by
being quiet and working slowly and turning purple, will last, will endure, will do something when
everything else is gone. That may be an extrapolation, which Lewie wouldn’t allow, he might at
that point say, oh come on. But when somebody leaves a cryptic note—“I never could make
anything work out right and now I’m betraying my friends. I can’t make anything out of it, never
could. I had great visions but never could bring them together with reality. I used it all up. It’s all
gone. Don Allen is to be my literary executor, use mss. at Gary’s and at Grove Press. I have
$2,000 in Nevada City Bank of America, use it to cover my affairs and debts. I don’t owe Allen
G. anything yet nor my Mother. I went Southwest. Goodbye.”— and walks off into the wilderness
and leaves you all his poetry to handle, it’s his own tough luck if people extrapolate.



fragmentary poems:

Gertrude Stein
from Yet Dish
(written 1913; published 1953 in Bee Time Vine)

I
Put a sun in Sunday, Sunday.
Eleven please ten hoop. Hoop.
Cousin coarse in coarse in soap.
Cousin coarse in soap sew up. soap.
Cousin coarse in sew up soap.

II
A lea ender stow sole lightly.
Not a bet beggar.
Nearer a true set jump hum,
A lamp lander so seen poor lip.

III
Never so round.
A is a guess and a piece.
A is a sweet cent sender.
A is a kiss slow cheese.
A is for age jet.

IV
New deck stairs.
Little in den little in dear den.

V
Polar pole.
Dust winder.
Core see.
A bale a bale o a bale.

VI
Extravagant new or noise peal extravagant.

plural poems:

Bernadette Mayer's List of Journal Ideas:



Journals of:
* dreams
* food
* finances
* writing ideas
* love
* ideas for architects
* city design ideas
* beautiful and/or ugly sights
* a history of one's own writing life, written daily
* reading/music/art, etc. encountered each day
* rooms
* elaborations on weather
* people one sees-description
* subway, bus, car or other trips (e.g., the same bus trip written about
every day)
* pleasures and/or pain
* life's everyday machinery: phones, stoves, computers, etc.
* answering machine messages
* round or rectangular things, other shapes
* color
* light
* daily changes, e.g., a journal of one's desk, table, etc.
* the body and its parts
* clocks/time-keeping
* tenant-landlord situations
* telephone calls (taped?)
* skies
* dangers
* mail
* sounds
* coincidences & connections
* times of solitude

Other journal ideas:
* Write once a day in minute detail about one thing
* Write every day at the same time, e.g. lunch poems, waking ideas, etc.
* Write minimally: one line or sentence per day
* Create a collaborative journal: musical notation and poetry; two writers
alternating days; two writing about the same subject each day, etc.
* Instead of using a book, write on paper and put it up on the wall (public
journal).



* and so on ...

archaeological poems:

The Experperioddicist - electronic #2
1994, edited by Jake Berry

MANIFESTO OF NEGATIVITY by Harry Polkinhorn
(soon to published in The Experioddicist - print version)

1. Prescript: I have nothing to say.
2. Nothing counts any more; nothing ever did.
3. Culture is dead. It committed suicide because it had become succeccful.
4. The liberation of language, a poetics of freedom of the word, the
Futurists' parole in liberta, the jouissace of schizophrenic dicourse, the
transrational zaum of the Russians, all fit perfectly into their preordained
boxes, gagging them forever.
5. The violence of pure heterology runs rampant in the streets.
6. Poetry has no impact on people. Right when they think it does, they are
furtherest from its transmuting power, to which the weak look back in
nostalgia.
7. Personhood is fictional.
8. There is no synaesthesia right around the corner to bail us out.
9. Only the foolish believe that technology has an autonomous status. They
rush into its arms expecting salvation and find only their asphyxiation.
10. In a zero-state world, you can't go on vacation any more.
11. All the so-called great achievements of our generation are nothing; you
can't distinguish between "them" and the versions of them we are force-fed.
12. The artist has no public. The audience is bought and paid for.
13. After Auschwitz, poetry was written, but it might as well not have been.
14. At the extreme end of representation, nothing remains, or what is left is
precisely that: remains.
15. The apotheosis of display ends up where it started: with less value than
that of a bad joke.
16. Our only chance is total denial.
17. Language is nothing more than a running back and forth.
18. Nihil obstat everything.
19. The king is dead.
20. Integration: all previous manifestoes are hereby declared null and void.

Charles Nodier



Invention
from The Seven Castles of the King of Bohemia (1830)
reprinted by Olchar Lindsann in Revenance: A Zine of Hauntings from Underground Histories
(September 2016)

Pif paf piaf patkpan.
Ouhiyns oulfiyns. Ebrohé broha broha, Ouhiyns ouhiyns.
Hoé hu. Dia hurau. Tza tza tza.
Cla cla cla. Vli vlan. Flic flac. Flaflaflac.
Tza tza tza. Psi psi psi. Ouistle.
Zou lou lou, Rlurlurlu. Ouistte,
Cla cla cla. Flatlaflac.
Ta la ta. Ta ta ta. Pouf.
Ouhiyns. Ebrohé broha. Ouhiyns ouhiyns.
Ta ta — ta ta — ta ta — ta ta — hup.
A u ho. Tza tza tza. O hem. O hup. O war!
Trrrrrrrrrrrrrrr. Hup. O hep. O hup. O hem. Hap!
Trrrrrrrrrrrrrrr. O hup. O hé. O halt! O! Oooooh!
Xi xi xi xi ! Picl Pan! Baoùnd.
Hourra!!!!!!!!

mnemonic poems:

Abraham Abulafia: If it be night, kindle many lights, until all be bright. Then take ink, pen, and a
table to thy hand and remember that thou art about to serve God in joy of the gladness of heart.
Now begin to combine a few or many letters, to permute and to combine them until thy heart be
warm. Then be mindful of their movements and of what thou canst bring forth by moving them.
And when thou feelest that thy heart is already warm and when thou seest that by combinations
of letters thou canst grasp new things which by human tradition or by thyself thou wouldst not be
able to know and when thou art thus prepared to receive the influx of divine power which flows
into thee, then turn all thy true thought to imagine the Name and His exalted angels in thy heart
as if they were human beings sitting or standing about thee.

polysemous poems:

August Strindberg
from On Chance in Artistic Creation
(in Cabinet, Issue 3 Summer 2001)

I knew a musician (Przybyszewski) who amused himself by tuning his piano every which way,
without rhyme or reason. He then played Beethoven's Patétique from memory. It was an
incredible delight to hear an old piece come to life again. For twenty years I had heard this



sonata played, always without hope of ever seeing it develop: fixed, unable to get anywhere.
This is the way I have treated its worn melodies on my guitar ever since. Guitarists envy me and
ask me where I found this music; I tell them I don't know. They think I am a composer.

Here is an idea for the manufacturers of the barrel organs now so much in vogue! Have some
holes drilled at random in the round melody disc, in any old way, and you will have a musical
kaleidoscope.

Brehm maintains in The Life of the Animals that a starling imitates all the sounds he has ever
heard: the noise of a door closing, the wheel of the knifegrinder, a millstone, a weather vane,
etc. Not true. I have heard starlings in most European countries, and they all sing the same
mishmash of remembered impressions of the nuthatch, thrush, swallows, and other
relatives—and in such a way that every listener can interpret it as he will. The starling actually
has the musical kaleidoscope.

shamanic poems:

Henry Munn, from The Uniqueness of Maria Sabina
The form of the chant -- short enunciations ending with tso, “it says,” like a vocal punctuation
mark in the flow of speech, a reference to the voice speaking through them, is used by all the
Mazatec shamans – especially when they shift from speech into song. It is a cultural creation: a
way of canalizing the energy released.
There is also a shared vocabulary between shamans and a common stock of standardized
expressions that they all draw on in their chants. "Slowly and with care / with sap, with dew /
with greenness, with clarity," María Sabina says again and again over the sick boy during the
Wasson Velada [nighttime curing session] to create the mood the words evoke. Ho nca inta, ho
nca nangui -- "slowly and with care,” literally with one's feet on the ground -- is something that is
said to people when they set out on a journey. It is one of the stereotyped expressions
commonly used by the shamans. The cluster of words --ntsin: "sap,” the milk inside a plant;
xoñon: "dew"; xcoen: "green" in the sense of fresh and tender (the color green is sase); and
yova: "clarity" -- expresses the quintessence of the Mazatec shamans' illuminated sense of
nature. They all use these words in different combinations in their chants.

John M. Bennett, from THE BLANK GENERATION: AN AMERICAN AVANT GARDE (2002)
While the historical roots of this second wave are in surrealism, dada, futurism, zaum,
Burroughsian cut-ups, L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E writing, and other tendencies, I believe this new
group has taken a major step beyond, even though they use some items from their
predecessors’ and contemporaries’ bags of tricks such as chance operations, collaboration,
surrealist games, and such. The other North American (and less international) avantgarde, the
L=A=N=G-U=A=G=E poets, with whom this second wave group is largely contemporaneous,
has, in addition to becoming fairly rapidly institutionalized, posited their work as a political
construct challenging the structures of American society.



The second wave group has a rather different attitude to their work: it is illustrative to think that
they are using language rather like shamans. In other words, they are speaking a language of
“otherness”; a language from above and below, or beyond, “this” world. They are outside,
looking in looking out. That other “reality” is found in the language of their poetry; the language
itself is the shamanic vision, more than its description. If you listen with your other ear, you will
hear and know that other place, which includes the “world” but is much more than it: it is a vision
(a “hearing/speaking”) of everything that is. The poet is an intermediary between “this” world
and its language and the other world and its language. “This” world’s language only covers up
the vast swarming total and real world of language (which is the vessel of self or spirit). Or as
Jack Foley says in a blurb on Ivan Argüelles’ new book Tri Loka, “if we don't ‘have’ an ego, what
do we ‘have’? Only an amazing language which simultaneously attracts us and betrays us at
every possible moment”.

neoist poems:

from The Online Blaster
Meanderings of an American Ling Master
hosted at the Seven by Nine Squares site

SURFACE FREE LITERATURE FOR THE BLIND
The Fifteen Bath Towels

The fifteen bath towels are like some terrible nightmare.
The fifteen bath towels have only about fifteen hairs per sq. inch,
Fifteen hairs, and refer to you as pig-dogs,
Having greasy hands most of the time.
The fifteen bath towels aren't offering much consolation,
And are like some terrible nightmare.
That is one dream; another
is like some terrible nightmare. What is "Jugs magazine"?
The fifteen bath towels live about 4 1/2 blocks from the train station.
Your black running shoes that are cut open all along the sides allow
The fifteen bath towels to flop out ("for the good times").
The fifteen bath towels are not about real life
--The fifteen bath towels have become like some terrible nightmare
Of spilling over into real life: the fifteen bath towels
Can not be counted on, not counted or even...
Even with the readership entirely addled (which
Porn was yours? Whose copy of "Jugs"
Requires fifteen bath towels to flop it out of for? What
is porn?) the fifteen bath towels
Have other things to do, thinks the TV in the taverns; --
The fifteen bath towels may be not in the habit of reading very much



Or make a real income.
The fifteen bath towels are living about two blocks from the train station:
They're getting closer, closer than
There are kidney conditions in the universe that
In working on a car
Which gives you greasy hands most all of the time
Which wear black running shoes
Which "for the good times" swell to an enormous size
Mean you pig-dogs are perhaps
Often stopped by the police or seized
As porn-mongers, because a fifteen-bath-towel-habit
Leaves much to be desired -- not enough
To have feet the size of footballs,
When it spills over into real life. So when
Customers enter the store they see you
Pig-dogs in black running shoes, with the sides cut open
And fifteen bath towels flopping out;
Weel, so what? Turn
The page.

Blaster Al Ackerman
Wig House
Wig Night
5-93

trashpo:

De Villo Sloan: "In the world of Trashpo and DKult, great significance is attached to a series of
scannerbed compositions made by Jim Leftwich in 2005 using packaging debris and other
trash. These later appeared on Fluxlist Europe circa 2007 and are widely considered prototypes
that have had a profound influence on the Trashpo being created today, even in instances
where the trashpoet is not familiar with the originals." (Minxus-Lynxus blog, Sept 29, 2014)

De Villo Sloan: "Trashpo is a form of visual poetry. (Many current practitioners are either
unaware of or disregard this fact). (Minxus-Lynxus blog, Aug 27, 2015)

pansemia:

Pansemic does not mean everything is asemic,
it means nothing is asemic.
Pansemic is not another way of saying asemic, it is not an extension of the definition to include
everything, or to suggest that anything goes.



Pansemia, in my practice, in my vocabulary, has functioned as a means of moving away from
asemic writing -- of moving away from thinking of writing as even potentially asemic.
Pansemia as process, as an incessant "reading" of everything, all the time, everywhere, in a
world composed of constellations and alchemical correspondences.

ethical excess:

Michael Basinski
ON EXPERIMENTAL POETRY
published in The Experioddicist #8 June 21. 1995
edited by Jake Berry

My first though on experimental poetry is that it is hardly experimental enough. There is far too
little pushing and pulling and manipulating of literary boundaries in the realm of the poem. I think
that this is the result of poetic careerism. Some of our best and potentially brightest poets are
more concerned with prizes and photo sessions than poetic limits. Experimental poetry is left to
poetically positive outsiders, radicals, and eccentrics, and to the poets from the working classes
or from working-class backgrounds. Fortunately, at this time this is a fantastically rich loom of
writers who are not rich or suburban in mentality. There are two veins of progressive marginal
writing. There are those working with the visual and aural potential of poetry and those pushing
the moral content of poetry - that is, those engaged in writing about the body (particularly
anything that has to do with human sexuality). Interestingly, both of these forms of writing are
locating their audiences in an increasingly growing non-literary community. That is to say , there
are non-poets listening and reading poetry! True, it is a small audience, but real, and it is now as
it has not been in the near past. Experimental poetry is therefore a populace event. People are
interested in it! Experimental poetry has made the poem again an exciting experience. And it
must continue to do so. It is something that titillates the senses (as well as the mind). A poetry
slam is as experimental in presentation as a performance in a dark, obscure gallery.
Experimental poetry's mission is to engage the ordinary (this means ordinary people and
ordinary readers too!) and make poetry alive again to those beyond the egg-head world of too
much of modern poemitry.
*****************

William Blake (1757-1827):
from The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Proverbs of Hell

1. In seed time learn, in harvest teach, in winter enjoy.
2. Drive your cart and your plow over the bones of the dead.
3. The road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom.
4. Prudence is a rich, ugly old maid courted by Incapacity.
5. He who desires but acts not, breeds pestilence.



6. The cut worm forgives the plow.
7. Dip him in the river who loves water.
8. A fool sees not the same tree that a wise man sees.
9. He whose face gives no light, shall never become a star.
10. Eternity is in love with the productions of time.
11. The busy bee has no time for sorrow.
12. The hours of folly are measur'd by the clock; but of wisdom, no clock can measure.
13. All wholesome food is caught without a net or a trap.
14. Bring out number, weight and measure in a year of dearth.
15. No bird soars too high, if he soars with his own wings

______
______

...an incomplete list... please feel encouraged to make your own...

TLPress Roanoke VA USA


